
In a series of articles to appear in
Corvette Fever during 1985, I will
be sharing with you some of the
things I’ve learned through racing
which directly affect handling, con-
trolabiiity, performance, safety,
and ride comfort of a Corvette.

In anticipation of the series,
we’ve recently completed the
same series of steps on the two
Corvettes shown here: a 1975 Red
Station Wagon which is stock ex-
cept for the customized hatch, and

troductory column I will cover
some of the general areas we will
be getting into.

We will be working toward im-
proving the handling charac-
teristics and drivability. We are
going to do things to tighten the
car up and soften the ride but
every move will be in the direction
of improving handling, stability,.
controlability and safety.

-:-. a

Remarkably enough, most of the
changes will also improve the
ride comfort.

r

Corvette owners should know ’ ,
when to change parts and how the
change should be made. By the
same token, you should know what
to look for and the consequence of
not changing them in terms of
compromise in performance or
down stream cost.

The wheel alignment front and
rear are very important because
proper alignment makes the car
more stable, and improper’align-
ment can cause excessive tire

;

wear. The sequence of work I will ~
recommend will be such that only
one alignment will be required.

I
~

‘75  Wagon I
The 1975 red station wagon is a ~
fully reconditioned street car. It is
essentially stock and in excellent
condition with 45,000 miles.
Steetlng  Box Adjustment
A major aspect of tighten-
ing the car involves the
steering box. Our exper-
ience  dictates that regard-
less of the model from ‘88 to ‘82, if
it has 30-40,000 miles, it needs a I
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.I,d steering box adjustment. Once the
I

‘s..  .Ii steering box is adjusted you will
i”‘..:  ;., .?‘.,.’ immediately feel a difference. For

example, when backing out of a
parking spot or when parallel
parking you will have noticeably
more control. On the highway you
will experience more responsive
steering and more stability.
Suspension System
In the ‘75 the upper and lower ball
joints, ail bushings and tire rods
were replaced. In the series I will
point out some of the different
heavy duty parts which can be
used on the older cars. For exam-
ple, there are better strut rods that
fit the older cars which some of
you might want to install. For high
mileage cars, it’s probably time to
replace these. For those who reallv
w&t  to get somethin better, ther;?

9-7arq ballbearing idler arms. ‘II give
part  numbers of GM or TFl*  inter-
changeable parts.
Sway Bar%  __
lli’ the technical discussions I will _

Drive Shafts and U Joints
Many of you with improved

engine performance should give
thought to heavier drive train
parts. In our racing applications
we’ve put 700 horsepower against
them in road racing with wide tires
and never failed them. I know that
if they held up in our racing ap-
plication the way we used them,
they will not break in a street car.
The ‘75 through ‘79 Vettes have
larger prop shafts than the ‘68’s
through ‘75’s. Zora Duntov and
other GM engineers were very
much aware of competition racing
experience. In the technical
discussions on drive shafts and U
jo in t s I’ll explain why the prop
shafts became larger and how to
use these heavier parts in the
older cars.
Idler Arm
The idler arm is critical to steering
because it connects to the tie rod
which ties the two front wheels,
JogetheclTiRi??S  we installed +

describe how different GM sway high-lity nylon bearing idler
bars with different rubber and arm. By contrast we installed a
urethane bushing combinations bailbearing idler arm In the
can be used for different driving

.A..
, Turbo car.mTurbo  car we had

s i t u a t i o n - e  s w a y  ,mt’&  c o n t r o l  o v e r  t h e  r i g h t

rEitirs-a  slight bend radius at -

II

the point of mounting, it is impor-
tant to use rubber bushings at the :
frame mounts. i he consequences:
of replacing them with solid metal

bushings will show U P in driving. L
-?m~uit  can be a significant in-

crease in roll stiffness at the wrong
time. As a result of the extent of
work done and the different parts
used, we had to tune the suspen-
sion system in the ‘75. We’re
going to explain it to provide the
necessary detail to give an under-
standing of what tuning is so
readers can have these things
checked out or corrected or new
parts put in.
Wheel Bearing Carriers
Again, high mileage necessitated
that both the inner and outer
bearings be replaced on both of
these cars. Today there are ex-
cellent bearings and greases
available. I know that rear wheel
bearings and bearing carriers
have caused Vette drivers trouble.
In my technical discussions I will
address solving this problem.

fro& wheel. Today the wheel aid
tire assembly is very heavy and the
sticking power of today’s tires is as
good as the race car tires of 10
years ago. The car and tire com-
binations of today are approaching
capabilities of 1 G cornering for-
ces. That means we are dealing
with tires and wheels that have a
lot more adhesion and weight than
the older 1963 type tires. In 1963
the wheels were 51/2” wide and the
‘.65  Vettes had tires 5l/2 to 6” wide.
Those tires were much lighter and
didn’t stick nearly as well. The
idler arm, designed for that early
car, has gone essentially un-
changed on ail Corvettes through
‘82. It is marginal to do a really
good job and give you control of
the front end.
Springs

When watching a drag racing
car take off, the car will just sit
back a little bit and ail of a sudden
you’ll see the rear tires go down,
flatten out and spread out. You’ll
see the rear tire actually go down
- like trying to dig into the
pavement. That is traction. That is
exactly what it is doing - trans-
ferring weight to the rear wheels.
-to the rear end. On the black
turbo car we get traction by having
50% to 60% anti-squat.

As the cars got older the GM stock
of the older springs was depleted.
As time went on the older
replacement springs were

The cars we build are race cars
and road cars that have 50% to
60% anti-squat, whereas the drag
car might have a 70% or 80% or
90% anti-squat. With that much
anti-squat, if the tire stayed
stationary, the car would lift up in
the air. Our objective on the turbo
was to run as soft a spring as
possible in order to get the tire to
stay on the road, and let the
suspension system do the work of
preventing squat. The reasow
like the soft spring is simple) The‘

replaced by later model springs. heavier and stier?tie
So today it is quite difficult to get more bounce you
springs for a ‘75 Corvette. The Corvette with F4f  gymkhana type
spring you get for a ‘75 might be a springs and go into a turn on a rip-

‘79 making it difficult to get the
right spring for the weight of your
car. In the articles my recommen-
dations_will be in considerable
detail and I will emphasize and ex-
ppw move to softer-7

Turbo Charged 1980
The black 1980 has just about
everything: coil over shocks, a
$2,500 radio, custom seats, dual
Gale Banks turbo chargers, and
nitrous oxide injection. With this
kind of horsepower, we had to
have excellent controlability along
with handling. It had to be very
controllable during acceleration,
turning and deceleration. Unless
the suspension system is
modified, when you have 700-800
hp and you dump the throttle with
a leaf spring car, the car is going to
squat. The only way you can stop
that is to change the suspension
geometry. In this case we went to a
5 bar suspension which is virtually
the same as the ‘84 Corvette. So
this car has 50 to 60% anti-squat.
With softer springs, the car gets
more body weight into the tire
patch.
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the car will stick better when it
goes into the turn with a heavier
sway bar. It may look good on
paper but in my technical article
discussing sway bars I’ll show you
why it doesn’t work that way with
your Corvette.
Tires

Continued from Page 23

ple surface, the car

To achieve better controlability  on

This can be achieved two ways: go

that the velocity of the body
moving away from the tire can ac-
tually jerk the tire off the road.

not be jumping up and down
pulling the tire away from the road.
Manv people don’t understand

Agood  example of this
phenomenon is if you go over a
hill and you drop the throttle for an
instant to keep from over rewing.
To prevent this set the shock ab-
sorber rebound control stiffer so
that the body will not separate
from the wheels. It is just the op-
posite of what you might logically
think. To prevent this most people
set the rebound softer on the rear
to get the tires to the road surface
faster. That’s what think. They
don’t relate the tires to the body.
You don’t want the body to pull
away from the tire because the
body gets up over the hill and the
body starts getting momentum and
it can pull away from the tire and
even pull the tire off the ground, If
you make the rebound control stiff
so the body won’t pull away, it
won’t get up the velocity to jerk it
off the ground. When you are
going over ripple surface you do
the same thing. You make it light
on the bump and stiff on the
rebound control. Then your body
cannot get the velocity to pull it
away .
don’t seem to make sense. For
example, for engine performance
you put a big block engine into the
car. Result: a heavier engine. The
first thing most people do is to put
a heavier sway bar in the car,
thinking that with a heavier engine

much and make the side wall too
rigid, you decrease the slip angle
of the car. Then when the car
starts to slide or drift, it just breaks
away. It doesn’t have any
forgiveness.

decrease the sidewall height too

a row, you won’t have any brakes.
If you get on them at 90 mph, by
the time you get down to 20 mph
you may not have any brakes. If
you’re the kind of person who uses
brakes hard, they may glaze up
and you won’t have good brakes.
In high powered race car ap-
plication, with the drilled rotor and
metallic pads, you could literally
stop this car from 150  mph over
and over again and never worry
about it.

My real concern is that some
people put a lot of power in their
cars and they really don’t have the
security in the brakes. If you got in
trouble and you had to stop, the
capability of your brakes must
match the capability of your car,
Buring  the course of these articles
I will emphasize safety.
Road Testing
During this article I have used two
of my cars as a means of ex-
plaining the nature of the recom-
mendations to be covered in each
of the next six technical articles. In
anticipation and preparation for
this series I would like to recom-
mend that you start the Vette Im-
provement Program by conducting
a test drive evaluation of your car. I
want you to appreciate the change
in the automobile before and after
incorporation of the recommended
changes. You should test drive
your car before and after incor-
porating each of the changes. I am
very confident thar by the com-
pletion of the Vette Improvement
Program you will have a com-
prehensive understanding of your
Vette controlability and handling
qualities.
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Because of the low mileage on
the black car it didn’t need any
rubber bushings, ball joints, or
wheel bearings. However, we did
put in good wheel bearings and
used grease that could hold up to
200 mph driving and any weather
conditions.
Brakes
Because of the power on the turbo,
we went further on the brakes than
we did on the ‘75. It has drilled

i when they are cold. With drilled
fine at all tern,/

characteristic of
pads is the tenden-

cy for the copper to gasify, building
up a gas pressure between the
pad and the rotor. Drilling the rotor
allows the gas to escape the sur-
face thereby allowing the pad and
rotor to meet. When operating the
car it feels like you just added
another power brake booster.
If you drill the front ones and not
the rear, put the brakes on and the
front end will lock up. Drill the
rears and not the front, and the
rear will lock up. It is that much
more responsive. If in your street
Corvette you get on the brakes
hard at 70 mph a couple of times in

It may be helpful to get a co-
driver and a small note book and
conduct the following test drive.
While you’re waiting for the next
issue of Corvette Fever, develop a
conscious awareness of just how
well or badly your Vette now per-
forms. You don’t have to be an
engineer to start getting a “feel”
for your Corvette.

Start by checking the tires,
because tire condition can effect
most of the “feelings” you ex-
perience in your car. Do they show
normal wear. Abnormal wear can
be caused by improper balance

Continued on Page 54
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re most authentic convertible conversior
L
available for the ‘84’85  Corvette.

Contact; Dan Pickett Corvette Convertibles

1105 W Detroit Broken Arrow. Ok. 74012 918-258-6901
Circle 6.5  on Verre  Post

PRIZE-WINNING
SOLID-STOPPING

BRAKES

Proved a winner at Elk Hart Lake.

only ‘8g50 exchange

Make your Corvette a winner wherever you drive or race with
satisfaction-guaranteed parts and accessories from Corvette
Service, Inc. Call today for our catalog of hundreds of tested
and proved products. Only $2.

Ask about brake specials
1-800-527-7546 l-214484-1330
(outside Texas) (in Texas)

I CORVETTE SERVICES”
l-800-527-7546 (outside Texas) l-214484-1330 (in Texas)
Corvette Services, Inc. 11259 Goodnight Lane Ml24

Dallas TX 75229 I

Circle 30 on Vette  Post

VIP Program
Continued from PaGe  24

and alignment. Remember, cars
love a good nystery. Tire problems
could be caused by bent or worn
suspension parts.
For those of you with Goodyear
NCT or Goodrich Radial TAs, does
your Corvette now seem to dart
around and be less forgiving?
Remember, quality tires can ac-
centuate any suspension or align-
ment problem because they stick
better.

+fvtaF?  ot vou wlil feel excessive
/“play”‘in  your steering wheel. If
i you can move your wheel an inch

; or so in either direction before your
tires seem to get the message, the
steering box needs adjustment. It

thescrew  onthetooof theboxto-1
takes more than the adjustment of

take care of the prdblem.iNext,
anve  over a one or two Inch lip in

‘the pavement or a railroad track at
normal speed. Leac with the left
tire, then the right. The rattle you
immediately felt at the steering
wheel when you lead with the right
is the idler arm because it can’t
control the movement of your right
wheel and tire. Notice that when
you hit the bump straight, the front
body shook up and down. If it
shook, the cause is related to the
way the body is mounted, and we
will correct that later.
c If the car seems shaky most of

The  time, better check the ball
j.jomts, tie rod ends, and even the

I A-arm and trailing arm bushinas 1
j for wear:, While driving start

J

roecomrng  more aware of the
spring and shock relationship.
Does your car feel so stiff on rough
roads that you actually feel the car
lose control by bouncing around
on the road surfact?  A motor cross
kidney belt isn’t the answer.
Correct spring rates and shock
valving are.

Through the VIP series of ar-
ticles in Corvette Fever, I will show
you how to determine problems,
what the cause may be, and how
to correct for them. The desired
results are for you to experience
even more satisfaction from im-
proved performance and driving
comfort from your Corvette -
America’s best sports car. a
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“New Car” tightness you can regain

BOX ADJUSTMENT ’
by JOHN GREENWOOD

T his is the first in our Vette Im-
prhvement  Program series of ar-
ticles to help you make im-
provements in your Corvette’s
ride, handling and performance.

if you performed the test drive
we suggested in the introductory
article (NovDec 84) you are
already aware of your Corvette’s
individual handling and perfor-
mance mannerisms. In driving
you notice little things. Your car
pulls one way or another under
braking, or the steering gets light
under hard accelerations, etc.

You’re the same people that
noticed your new Corvette lost that
“tight” feeling after the first year
or so. Many of you have spent a lot
of time, money and hours of
frustration trying to put that tight-
ness back only to find that many of
the products touted for that pur- ,

steering  Shalt Flange

Figure I.-Broken  rule indicates steering gear box.

pose just don’t do the job! I’ve also ’
had those same experiences. Adjustments as the first subject in

these articles because this one,
more stable control over the car

Some ideas sounded so good I
tried them twice only to get the simple, inexpensive improvement

and Tom’s adjustment

same result. That’s when I decided can have a most dramatic, positive
suggestions.

that the only way to cut through all effect on your car’s handling with Before getting started
the unproven theories would be to , few part replacements. 1 Although we’ll be covering some
test my own ideas on the race Steering Gear Box adjustments front end components in suc-
track, apply the results to street were first brought to my attention ceeding  articles in this series, to
and/or track driven cars and share by a friend and talented Chevrolet realize the maximum improvement
this knowledge with as many Cor- engineer, Tom Ryding. We used from the steering box adjustment,
vette owners as possible. Tom’s adjustments in our race

cars. Our first Trans Am Cham-
the suspension parts should be in

pionship win was due in part to
good working order. The next

Con timed on next page
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Figure 2.

Steer ing gear  box pr ior  to  remova l  w i th  s teer ing  sha f t  d i sconnec ted . (Figure 3)

I

II?

the design of the solid bushings.

Congnudfrompage  33
Loads are great enough on the
control arm shafts so that anything
shot-t of top quality spherical

several paragraphs contain some bearings will prove inadequate.
helpful hints and suggestions I’ve seen many autocross and race
which will make the steering box cars whose nylon, steel or bronze
adjustments more effective and
noticeable. First check for obvious
wear of suspension linkage and
parts. Jack your Corvette up and
put it on safety jack stands: then
remove the wheels.

After30,000miles,  inspect and-
replace, if necessary, the lower
ball joints, rear strut rod bushings

’ and.idler.arm---------------
T The front A-arm bushings and

stock sway bar bushings wear
more as a function of time than
miles and they can last several
years. So, unless your Corvette is
4 or 5 years old or more, these
parts are probably ok.

Don’t rush to change to solid A-
arm bushings or sway bar frame
mounts that may need
replacement. I’ve tried both with
poor results. The lower front A-
arms are particularly sensitive to
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bushings in the lower control arms
don’t allow free travel. (They bind
under load and continually change
the roll stiffness, or they become
hammered out and loose.)

I’ve experimented with solid
versus rubber A-arm bushings in
race competition and the changes
were so subtle that few
professional drivers cou!!  tell the
.difference..  The problems caused \
by camber deflection inherent with/
the rubber bushings are over-
stated, in my experience, and the

‘cure is most often worse than the
/problem. So stay
.bushings for now.
l%&Olld  sway bar frame mount
is definitely not recommended wi?h
GM sway bars. So for the pur-
poses of this improvement
program, leave these bushings
stock rubber, too. Picking the right

size sway bars will be discusseQ..
coming articles.

While you’re checking the ball

point to check. That rattle at the
steering wheel you hear and feel
when you hit a sharp bump
(railroad tracks, etc.) is the right
front wheel rattling around loose.
The idler arm loses its controlling
ability quickly on pre-‘84 COr-

vettes. In fact, if you Gymkhana
your Corvette, it may lose this con-

before beginning this im-
provement are the shocks. Shocks
are the most frequent contributor
to that “loose” feeling. We’ll ad-
dress shocks in a forthcoming ar-
ticle in detail.

Tools Needed:
-7/l  6, l/2,  S/8  combination wren-
ches
-9/l  6,3/4 sockets
-11/l  6-12 point socket
-rachet  and short extension

-ball  joint fork
-hammer
-large channel lock pliers or ad-

justable wrench
-318 to l/4  adapter
-inch Ibs. beam torque wrench,

preferably O-25 scale (exam-
ple:Matco tools #DR251)

-common screw driver
-pliers
-flat punch or drift
-2-4 jack stands
-jack
-wheel lug wrench
-bench vise

Getting  Startted:
Removal and replacement of the

gear box can be done per the
Chevrolet Service Manual.
Following is a synopsis of the
removal procedure (refer to figures
1 & 2).

Continued on page 46



Steering gearbox prior to rwnoval  showing instaMion  of Zerk  fMng
provides capability to lubricate.

in cover bolt. Zerk  fitting
(Figure 4)

Figure  5
Piian  Shaft Lash

- Adjusting Screw A

T o r q u e
Wrench
Inch
Pound

I[ Continued from  page 34

Removal Procedure:
0 Jack up front end of car.
0 Place jack stands under shock

towers.
0 Lower jack and check stands for

safety.
0 Remove driver’s side front

wheel.
l Raise hood and place steering

wheel in center position and
lock. (NOTE: Pre-1969 cars do
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not have locking steering
mechanisms.)

0 Remove 9/l 6 nuts from steering
shaft flange to flexible coupling.

0 Remove 7/l 6 bolt from steering
shaft flange and slide it back on
splined shaft.

Now procede  with the actual
adjustment. Put the steering box in
a vise securely with the shaft
straight up. Loosen lock nut “C”
(see figure 5.) Next, turn the Pit-
man shaft lash screw “A” two full
turns counter clockwise. Using an
inch-pound torque wrench, with
11 /16-l  2 point socket that will
engage the splined end of the
worm gear shaft, turn the shaft
through full travel while reading
the torque wrench. Pay close at-
tention not to turn the shaft hard
against the stops at either end of
the travel. (See figure 6).

l Remove cotter pin and 3/4  nut The first readings should be set
connecting Pitman  arm to relay at 7 to 8 inch-pounds on a worn
rod/control valve. (NOTE: Pit- gear box and 9 to 10 inch-pounds
man arm is press fitted to the on a new gear box. To change the
steering relay rod/control valve.) reading, loosen lock ring “D”  with

l Place the ball joint fork between a hammer and drift, and turn the
rubber boot and Pltman arm. worm gear bearing adjusting nut

Pound fork with hammer until
Pitman  arm pops off.

0 Push gearbox bolts through
frame.

l Remove gearbox. (Note: some
cars may require removal of
gearbox from the top, although
normal removal is from the
bottom.)

Steering  Box
AdJustmat  Instructlons:

Resetting the tolerances in a
Corvette steering gear box is a
major step towards a tighter, more
controllable car. Having the infor-
mation on how to properly adjust
the gear box will give you the
ability to adjust the box yourself or
to have the box serviced properly
by a reputable shop at a fair price.

Post-l 977 cars have factory pre-
loaded steering boxes and should
not be adjusted until after 15,000
miles. Before starting the adjust-
ment, lubricate with GMH051052
Steering Gear Lube and work in
thoroughly. To accomplish this
and to make future lubrication
easy, remove one bolt from the
cover plate of the gear box and
drill a hole through the bolt with a
#7  drill bit. Next, tap the hole with a
l/4-20  inch tap. Install a zerk
grease fitting, then reinstall the
bolt. Using the installed zerk fit-
ting, grease the box and work in
thoroughly. (See figures 3,4 and
9
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_ 1.._/*: ‘_  L:;, “B”  clockwise to increase the
.;. ..I  i torque wrench reading. Once the

desired reading is reached, tighten
the lock ring “D” and recheck your
torque wrench reading. (See
figures 5 & 7.) At this time, the
torque wrench should have an
even, smooth, reading through its
full travel. If the gear feels “lum-
py” or the reading varies, there is
probably damage in the gears or
bearing from previous improper
adjustment or severe impact.
Although the damaged parts
should be replaced, satisfactory
replacement of these parts is not
likely. We recommend
replacement of the entire gear box
with a used gear box in excellent
condition.

Now, count the total number of
revolutions when turning the shaft
through full travel. Rotate the shaft
to center position. Read the torque
w&ch  while turning the shaft a
half-revolution in both directions.
Tighten the Pitman lash adjusting
screw “A” until you read 14 inch-
pounds an the torque wrench as
you pass over center. This reading
will drop back to the original 7 to 9
inch-pounds on both extremes of
the center position but will remain
14 inch-pounds ora&e&@#e&res
otth~~~pasi~~
cemai&%inoh;potrnds  over cen-
ter. Retighten lock nut “C” and
you are finished. Following is a
synopsis of the steering box ad-
justment procedure:

Synopsls of AdJustment
Procedure:
0 Grease gearbox through the

newly installed fitting and work
lubricant in thoroughly before
attempting adjustments.

0 Mount gearbox in bench vise
with splined shaft pointing up.

0 Remove 7/l  6 bolt from flexible
coupling and remove coupling
from shaft.

0 Back-off lash adjuster screw
counterclockwise approximately
two turns after loosening 5/8
socket on shaft.

0 Place 11 /16 socket on shaft.
0 Using torque wrench, rotate

shaft through its full travel and
observe readings.

l Loosen locknut on gearbox
assembly in a counterclockwise

irning  fhe  sha f t  th rough fu l l  travei  wh i le  read ing  the  to rque  wrench .  Caut ion :  DO not  turn
shaft  hard  aga ins t  s tops  in  e i the r  d i rec t ion . (Figure 6.)

Us ing  d r i f t  t o  l oosen  lock  r i ng  D pr ior  to Fur ther  loosening or  tigntening  l ock  r i ng  D
adjustment (Figure 7) pr ior  to  and af ter  ad justment . (Figure 6)

direction with hammer and drift.
0 Tighten worm bearing adjust-

ment nut in a clockwise direction
until 7 inch lbs. is indicated
through full travel.

0 Tighten locknut and recheck
torque reading.

0 Rotate shaft gently from one
stop to the other, carefully
counting the total number of
turns. Rotate shaft exactly half-
way, to center position.

This leading  wilt  drop,taZ  itictt
Ibs.werxenter:)  ’
0 Turn lash adjuster screw clock-

wise until 14 inch Ibs. is in-
dicated while rotating torque
wrench over center. (NOTE:
this reading will drop to 7 inch
Ibs. on both extremes of center
position, but should remain 14
inch Ibs. over center.)

0 Retighten 5/8  locknut.
0 Install flexible coupling and bolt.

Be sure to properly tighten the
steering box when reinstalling in
the car because it flexes at the
frame when loaded. n
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IDLER ARMS
STRUT ROD
BRACKETS

After the feedback received
from VIP Part I, I felt it might be
helpful to be more descriptive and
specific in more of the areas of
tightening the suspension. In this
VIP Part II article on idler arms and
strut rod brackets I will point out
several variations in applications
so you will be able to make
changes that will be in line with
your intended use of your car (i.e.,
tight, smooth street driven car, a
high performance street car, or a
car for autocross or competition
only).

This article will not get into the
combinations of spring and sway
bars, etc. Instead, our objective is
tog.@  the car ready for suspension
tuning and at the same time we’ll
make sure there isn’t something in
the suspension that is improper /
and causing problems. I take this
approach because there are some
products on the market for the
Corvette suspension that are not
properly engineered. Some may
have the wrong materials for the
way they’re being used, or they
may be designed around
someone’s concept of what they
think will work, vs. true back-to-
back testing that delivers the
desired results consistently. As we
get into the changes, I’ll show you
what the desired results are and
what could happen if you make the
wrong changes.
Idler Arm

- -. _ - -
I op: StOcK  Idler ArrTL  Below: searing  Idler

The idler arm is the next major

problem area in steering perfor-
mance. Because of the importance

can begin by doing a little road test
to isolate what the effects of the
idler arm are on the car. Look for a
hole or raised area from one or two
inches in height or depth -
something that will cause a fairly
sharp impact (like going over
railroad tracks, or a traffic bump in
a parking lot), but something you
can go over with one side of the
car at a time. Drive the car over the
bump at 20 mph with the left side
(driver’s side) first. The car will be
controlled and nothing too
noticeable will happen. Now drive

the right side over the bump. This
time, the steering wheel will shake,
the front steering will shudder with
a different loss of control and the
front fiberglass will bounce. The
loss of control you experience at
that point is ever present. You can
do a simple test just by backing up
5 or 10 mph in an empty parking
lot and apply the brakes hard (but
don‘t lock the brakes up). First
you’ll hear a clunk on the right
front side; next you’ll feel the car
turn a little. You will experience a
different loss of control.

With the car on a hoist, try to
move the idler arm. You’ll find you
can move it up and down maybe
l/2”.  When you go over bumps, it
will move that much. It will also
move under hard cornering.

Continued on next page
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Clearly, the idler arm is very impor-
tant in a race car. Without the
Proper idler arm, you would never
have good control of the right front
tire. It turns in and out for all dif-
ferent track conditions.

Now let’s talk about the fix.
There are many idler arms on the
market. Some are called heavy
duty. The fact of the matter is they
all have about the same load
rating. For this reason, don’t buy
the most expensive. If your idler
arm is old, replacement with a
stock idler arm will improve the
steering feel and the car’s tight-
ness. NAPA  makes a good heavy
duty stock application. However,
the only way we have been able to
get total control of the right front
tire (as you did on the left front
when you adjusted your steering
box) is to develop a bearing idler
arm. We feel the bearing idler arm
is,  mandatory on all race ap-
plications, and very desirable on
all street applications. The im-
provement in tightness and
response will equal the steering
box adjustment on a very used
box. The bearing idler arm that we
make is the only one on the market
to my knowledge. We have made
this item for a number of years and
it has had extensive testing. 1

In addition to the idler arm, to
improve front end tightness, the
lower ball joints should be
replaced after 25,000 to 30,000
miles. After 50,000 to 60,000
miles, replacement is essential.

Perform all such removal and
replacements in accordance with
the appropriate GM shop manual
for your car.

A Arm Bushings
The front A arm bushings are

the next source of front end
looseness. They should be
replaced with stock GM rubber
units. There is no bushing material
on the market at present that I
know of that will function properly
under the different load conditions
experienced at the lower A arm
shaft during high performance
cornering. The only alternative
would be roller or spherical
bearing units. The expense of
such a package is generally
prohibitive for street use -and it’s

Al/Stock  Brackets. Top: ‘63-‘79; Center: ‘80-‘82; Bottom: ‘84-‘85

.Strut  Rod  K i t  w i th  Rod  Ends  (hiem  jo in t )

totally unnecessary. It has been
stated that these rubber bushings
have so much compliance defec-
tion, or give, that the camber
related to this characteristic on the
car’s handling can be changed
enough to affect the direction of
the car, or the direction in which
the wheels are pointed. Although
this is true with some cars, it is not
true with the ‘63-62  Corvette.

We have compared the rubber
bushings with bearings and the
‘lap times’ difference could not be
measured. The advantage of the
bearings on a Corvette is that you
are able to fine tune the rest of the
suspension better (to be covered
in a future article). The use of other
bushing materials in the lower A
arm causes the opposite of what
you want. The characteristics of
directional stability in every type of
turn are different.

Front Sway Bar Bushings

Speaking of bushings, the GM

front sway bar is another area
where you should be careful of
parts that look good. There are
several bearing materials on the
market to mount the sway bar to
the frame, however, some will not
work properly when using GM
sway bars - though for another
reason. Because the GM front
bars are not straight, they will bind
up, causing the rate of change to
increase. Again, the load varies
and will always be different under
all cornering conditions. The effect
on the car will be to push more and
more the harder you corner. There
are ways to get around this, which
wilt be discussed later, but at
present make sure you use rubber
at the frame mounts on GM front
sway bars.

Strut Rod Bracket
Moving to the rear, the lower

camber strut rod bushings are the
biggest contributor to looseness
and controlability. There are
several changes that can be
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made here that will improve
several functions. depending on
your desired application. or how
you use your car most. You can
have a noticeable improvement

make  the ‘63-‘67  Vette hold the
road better in constant turns. It
cuts down the amount of camber
change which results in better rear
tire wear.

A lower roll center can also be
achieved on the ‘68-‘79  Corvette
by installing a l/z” drilled spacer
between the strut rod mount and
the bottom of the differential. You
will need a l/z” plate, which can be
aluminum. Use the strut rod
bracket to get the location of the
four holes to drill. You will need
four grade 8 bolts that are l/2”
longer to hold the bracket to the
differential. Make sure these bolts
are properly tightened when rein-
stalling. Also, you should use

Loctite on the threads to be
sure the bracket never gets loose.
If it does - and it can - the rear
end will feel like it moves back and
forth when you’re driving.

To perform this same function
on the ‘80-‘82 and the ‘84-‘85,  you
will have to modify the existing
brackets and lower the holes down
l/2”.

To take the assembly apart, you
will have to remove the camber ad-
justing cam bolts. If your bolts are
old and rusty, be certain to replace
them because they will probably
strip when properly tightened. To
prevent these bolts from moving
during rapid acceleration, it is im-
portant that they are properly
tightened. If they are fairly new,
clean the threads and reassemble
with anti-seize compound.

Strut Rod Bushings

The strut rod bushings are next.
Improved performance can be felt
on cars three or four years old, or
with 30,000 to 40,000 miles. There
are three ways to go. If your 1975
‘79 Corvette is only used for street
use and maximum ride softness is
desired along with improved tight-
ness, you should change the lo

‘79 part number, it can be used on

Camber Bolt

Strut  Rod &acket/Soacer

1963-‘74 Corvettes to achieve the
same results. You cannot buy the
bushings separately; they come
installed in the strut rods for ap-
proximately $38 each.

If your application leans more to
maximizing street performance
and sometimes Gymkhana, but
you would like to keep the expen-
ses to a minimum, you can use the
‘63-‘74  strut rod bushing part (GM)
#3775762, approximately $5.65.
These strut rods have smaller
bushings which allow less rubber-
deflection and therefore provide a
little quicker response. However,
there is a little loss in ride isolation
over sharp bumps.

The last application is for com-
oetition. This invoives the use of

stock strut rods. This will provide
an accurate camber setting that
will not change under various
loaded conditions -drag racing
or road racing. Also the perfor-
mance of the rear handling
response and controlability are
improved for more accurate
driving response.

One thing to keep in mind when
using this application is that the
lower strut rod is a very loaded
area of the suspension and cheap
rod ends can cause several
problems. I have seen the rod
ends break on Ccrvettes  more
than once. This will get you and
your car in trouble. Don’t use
cheap rod ends because they wear
quickly and make the suspension
loose and noisy. Also, don’t use
rod ends with grease fittings
because it weakens the hiem  joint
considerably. The best rod ends to
use are made from stainless steel
and are Teflon lined. These units
will hold UD for Ears and stay
-The NMB Corp., and tne \
Aurora Bearing Co.,‘make  very \
good rod ends, The cost per rod 1
end is from $45 to $53

Although this third application
focuses On a racing competition
application, I suggest a stainless

are available from mail order
houses, many of whom advertise
in this magazine. n
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/-  :.~cldP  rfismntar  tnflnn linnA  high components could cause unevenper-
i. formance or worse -premature brake

properly: Find a place where you can
. leqallv  get  up to 70mph. Once you

H

r IIe.YY -.“.II”.Y*  1 I “.I”., I,,,.a”,  11,

,&&.rre  stainless steel braided line5
ypical  brake systems can produce as

much as 1,600 PSI so watch out for
aged or surplus lines when you buy.

Never use braided lines longer than
18 inches if at all possible. If loo much
braided line is used in the system, the
slight expansion of even the braided
lines will cause a spongy pedal. Use
steel lines whenever possible in your
system.

failure! MlSmatChlng  IS a common
mistake because many auto stores do

have the  car at 7Omph  it will be

not carry proper sized steel fittings.
necessary to slow down io 20mph over

Brake Pad Break-ln. Break-in of
approximately two tenths of a mile,

organic pads is pretty simple. Go easy
three times in a row. Between each

on them for a few hundred miles and
slow-down, allow  the pads to cool off

that should be sufficient.
by driving a few minutes at about 50

Semi-metall ic and metall ic pads
mph.

require a little more effort. The bonding Now repeat this procedure another

resins need to heat up and COOI  down
1 O-l 2 times, while slowing down over

several times in order to cure properly.
shorter and shorter distances. Allow

If you brake them in too hot and fast,
the brakes to cool between each stop.

the first l/8”  of the surface will glaze
The last few should be controlled panic

and harden. Breaking in too slowly
stops (hard stops without locking up

does not allow even hardening and will
the brakes). After this initial break-in

lead to premature pad wear.
procedure is competed, let the brakes

Here’s how to break in your pads
COO1  thoroughly and you’re ready to
ao.8

Also, when replacing steel lines and
fittings, do not use anything but all
steel fittings and couplers. Brass and
aluminum fittings can generally handle
no more than 300-500  psi of fluid
pressure. Since your system can
aenerate over 1.600 osi. mismatchina
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IMPROVING BRAKE PERFORMANCE
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BY JOHN GREENWOOD

PART THREE

I n the remaining three parts to this
series I will cover shocks and springs,
followed by tires, bearings, and align-
ment. Since we will be introducing you
to some new maintenance and repair
concepts, you may not wish to replace
any of these parts unless it is ab-
solutely necessary.

This part is devoted to improving
brake system performance. The
majority of complaints from owners of
1965-82 Corvettes pertain to braking.
Unfortunately, the solution to these
problems is complicated by the variety
of driving situations. Accordingly, prior
to b&ginning work, you must decide the
level of braking performance ap-
propriate for your driving needs, and
therefore, which of my recommen-
dations are appropriate for you. The in-
formation and recommendations are
based on the result of many years of
road racing experience in mid-year
Corvettes. When we won the National
Championships and the Trans Am
series, the rules stipulated the use of
stock rotors and calipers. So we
devoted our attention to getting the
most from stock equipment. This gave
us a “real” advantage over com-
petitors concerned with brakes only
when they experienced problems.

Calipers. The most important and
expensive component is the caliper.
Stock GM calipers on 196582 Cor-
vettes have been very good perfor-
mers,and  under many kinds of street
applications they are generally trouble-
free for many years. However, with age
and heavy use, yo,l can expect
problems with fluid leaking topping the
list. And the most probably cause is
corrosion. When moisture collects in-
side the calipers, it causes corrosion of
the cylinder walls and pistons resulting
in seal leakage.

Prevent Molsture  Ac-
cumulation.  I’ve found that the best
way to prevent moisture accumulation
and corrosion in a street car is to flush
the brake system every two years with
fresh fluid. I recommend you use a
pressure brake bleeder and DOT #3
polyglycol fluid for normal street use
and DOT #4  fluid with hard braking
use or with semi-metallic pads which
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create more heat. If you have or are
going to install full metallic pads, use
GIM 550 or L.E. polyglycol fluid
because of the higher operating tem-
perature. (See Take A Brake, Parts 1 &
2 by Dave Emanuel, Jan/Feb and
Mar/Apr  ‘85.) I know that there are
srrong  proponents for silicone brake
fluid, but don’t get too excited about it.
We used it in our race cars for two
years of long distance racing, and we
found that the silicone fluid does not
have the responsiveness of regular
polyglycol brake fluid. True, silicone
fluid does not mix with water, but
moisture still gets into the system, and
since it does not mix with silicone fluid,
the moisture collects at the lowest
point in a small area in the piston bore.
We have found that silicone fluid and
water seem to accelerate corrosion.
The Japanese road racing motorcycle
teams have verified this accelerated
corrosion problem and now use only
polyglycol fluid.

Corrosion Gets to You. If-it is too
late to prevent corrosion, the calipers
will have to be repaired. If you have the
experience and equipment you may
decide to make the repair yourself. If
you do, you will have to replace the
caliper halves with new castings or in-
stall stainless steel sleeves, a process
involving machining the caliper bores
and installing stainless steel Sleeves.
In all probability, new pistons will be
required. The reassembly is simple
enough. Replace the pistons using
new seals, and reassemble the caliper
halves and properly torque the bolts.

The alternative to rebuilding your
own is to remove your old calipers and
purchase a set of reconditioned
stainless steel sleeved calipers which
are ready to bolt on.

There are many manufacturers of
Cotvette  calipers. These rebuilt
stainless steel sleeve calipers can be
purchased from reputable re-
manufacturers for $59.95 to $150,
so shqp around.

Make sure that the’calipers have
new pistons, new seals, stainless steel
sleeves, new bolts holding halves
together and a finish that brake fluid
won’t attack, such as nickle  plating or

epoxy finish.
To avoid buying inferior calipers,

watch out for: No warranty, lack of
testing or improper testing, and defec-
tive caliper castings. One last thing:
watch out for stainless steel bleed
screws. Because they are harder than
the caliper casting itself they may not
seal properly. Under some conditions
the harder threads of the bleed screws
will “pull out” of the softer caliper
threads. We learned from racing ex-
perience that it’s better to replace a
bleed screw than a caliper, so don’t
use the stainless screws, use standard
steel bleed screws, don’t tighten the
screws more than 65 inch pounds, and
always use a six point box wrench or
socket. I recommend :he  above ap-
proach if your Vette is a street car and
you do limited autocrossing.

Brake Pads.Brake pads also have
specific characteristics and ap-
plications. Organic brake pads
(asbestos fiber and resin binders),
standard equipment on mid-year Cor-
vettes, are adequate under normal
conditions. However. if you are in-
clined to run autocross in a shopping
center parking lot on a Sunday after-
noon, they may become inadequate.
Should it become necessary to make
repeated panic stops from 70 to 80
mph, effectiveness is marginal.

In the event that you are not in-
terested in making vast improvements
in your brakes, there are several good
replacement organic pads on the
market equal to GMs.  Bendix claims
they have a lining that cuts down on
squealing. But semi-metallic brake
pads are a step up. You will truly ap-
preciate semi-metallic pads if you
autocross. The reputable manufac-

te higher temperature, it IS
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Cross Dr i l led Rotor  Template.  This  template

is  proper  s ize  as  shown here .  CAUTION:
When reproduc ing be sure your
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/ copier produces a 100%

+

size copy. On some
copiers, 100%

really means 98%.
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-% y. x

Template fo r  Cross  Rotor  Dr i l l ing
rc \

The Ultimate  Pad. Full metallic
brake pads are the ultimate in stopping
performance, for performance street
cars, road racers, or autocross racers
who want the capability of repeated
stops from high speed. However, full
metallic pads have a drawback. They
are not known to stop well when cold,
and the pedal effort is increased.

on a race car
is after a high speed
straightaway you
have to pump your
brakes a few times
to get a solid pedal.
It is caused by excessive runout  Of
the rotor surface. In other words, the
rotor is actually wobbling and this
knocks the pads and pistons back.
When YOU hit the brakes, the pedal has

The pedal effort is high because the
metallic linings form a layer of gas bet-
ween them and the solid rotor surface
(See Figure 2). This gas tends to keep,
the pad from contacting the rotor sur-
face. To solve both the pedal effort and
cold operation problems while
significantly increasing breaking per-
formance, I recommend rotor cross
dril l inq.

Rotor Cross Drilling

If you drill the rotors with the right
size drill, right number of holes, and
right pattern, you make the full metallic
pads perform better than ever in com-
petition or street use, and best of all,
your pedal response comes back and it
feels like a power brake again. In ad-
dition, the brakes perform well hot or
cold. The holes allow the gas to escape
and also clean the dust from the sur-

number of holes needed to effectively
remedy this problem without hurting
the longevity of the rotor. Holes that
are too large, or are in the wrong
places, can cause early cracking.
In preparation, jack up the car and put
it on jack stands. Remove all wheels.
Prior to removing the rotors, check the
rotor runout.  One possible reason for a
spongy pedal is “pad knock back”
caused by the rotor not running true or
wobbling. If you have a spongy pedal
problem wiht a street car and bleeding
the brakes doesn’t seem to help, this
could be your problem. This could be

to move?  the pads back to the surface  of
the rotor. To check the runout.  use a
dial indicator on the rotor surface. (See
Figure 3.) Be  sure the rotor is attached
tightly to the hub. Turn the rotor and
read the dial indicator. The best runout
readings are under .004 total
movement for racing, and under .OlO
total for street. If the dial indicator is
still not in range, and you have not
drilled out the rivets already, do so and
try the other four possible positions of
the rotor to the hub to try and get a bet-
ter reading. If the rivets have been
removed, secure the rotors to the hubs
with lug nuts and washers. If you can-
not obtain an adequate reading,
replace the rotor or have the hub and
rotor turned as an assemblv.

Cross  Rotor Drffrlng  Procedure.
The rotor drilling procedure requires  an
inexpensive drill press, a 3116”  car-

KE PAD

Figure  2 .  Draw ing  ind ica tes  krea where  fu l l
meta l l i c  pads  genera te  a  layer  o f  gas .

)c \

+ --I-

+ t +
bide, center punch, and a cham-
phering tool.

\

11  Permanently mark rotors and
hubs. You must maintain matched
sets. Be sure to mark location on the
hub. NOTE: Rotor and hub are
manufactured as a unit to maintain
runout within limits.

2) Remove rotor from hub. Drill out
retaining rivets. NOTE: Center punch
rivet head then drill a small pilot hole,
followed with a 3/W drill. Notice the
rivets are located in recessed area on
the face of the rotor “hat.” Drill in the
center of the rotor hat recessed area,
because the flattened rivet heads are
not always centered in the recess, but
the stud that you want to remove the
rivet head from is centered. Don’t drill
any deeper than necessary for the rivet
head to come off. On reassembly,
merely position the rotor on the studs

Continued on page 48
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and install caliper and pads. The wheel
studs will hold rotor in place. This
procedure is used on the new ‘84-5
Vettes.

3) Make template. Use the template
pattern provided in this article which is
full size, but represents only 3 ot the 10
segments of the pattern of holes
required to complete the pattern on the
entire rotor. Each pattern segment is
36“,  therefore with a photocopy
machine, if you make four copies of the
portion provided, you can tape the four
segments together (there will be some
overlapping.) to make a circular pat-
tern with the full ten 36O  segments.
Alternatively, use the pattern segment
provided by repositioning it around the
rotor as you go.

4) Transfer pattern to rotor. Place
starting point on rotor so that the cen-
ter of the row of three holes will be cen-
tred between the webs of the rotor.
Each hole must be centered in bet-
ween the webs and the outboard hole
must be 5116”  to 318”  from the rotor
edge. With template in place, center
punch each  hole location, moving the
pattern segment around the rotor. (See

Figure 7.  Remanufactured ca l iper  ready to  bo i t  on.

Figure 4. )
5) Drill holes and chamfer. Using a drill
press and 3/16” carbide drill, drill holes
as indicated. With chamfering 45O  to

60°  tool, relieve the edge of each hole
by chamfering each hole on both pad
surfaces of the rotor.

High Speed and Severe
Braking. For continuous, fast lap
racing applications generating
sustained high temperature operation,
I recommend you install the GM
pistons and insulator assemblies from
the old GM J56  brake option (front in-
sulator #5463822,  rear #546699593).
This will help insulate the rotor heat
from the brake fluid. For continuous
heavy duty use I further recommend
installation of the GM front caliper
support brace for the J56 heavy duty
brake package which bolts to the
steering arm and caiiper.

nigh  Speed Racing  Pads. When
selecting high speed racing pads, pay
particular attention to how the lining
material is affixed to the backing plate.
Riveting is not adequate. The pad
material must be bonded tnrOUgn  noles
in the backing plate. Also, pads come
with both single and double pin
backing plates. I recommend the

double pin, L-shaped backing plates
for hard use. If you are going to
autocross regularly or you have 450
HP or more, you shculd  definitely con-
sider using double pin brake pads.
Straight single pin backing plates can
flex up to .020  under hard brake ap-
plication. To modify your calipers to
allow the L-shaped backing plate t0 fit
properly, cut the single pin mount off
both sides with a hacK  saw and file
smooth. Then using :he  double Pin
pad as a template, mark the new hdles
and drill with a 3116”  size drill. (See
Figure 5). Also, when buying the
double pin L-shapea  pads, be sure to
get the pads with origmal  GM backing
plates made of lnconel  steel. SOme
remanufacturers  are making  their own
backing plates and I don’t
think they are as gocc.

Brake Llnes and Fittings.
Many of you contac;  us quite regularly
with questions about braided brake
hoses and steel line replacements
Here are some important facts that
could save you a lot of time, money
and aggravation.

Replacement of stock rubber brake
lines with steel brake lines makes a lot
of sense. However, .$P  sure to use

Figure 3 .  Check ing Rotor  Runout.  H igh  speea iacing:  do not exceed
,004  in .  S t ree t  use :  do  no t  exceed .OlO  i n .

Figure 4. Cross drrlled  rotor. Note that  center of ho/e at arrow should
be 3/8”  f rom edge.  Holes must  be centered between ro tor  webbing.
Warnmg: do not drill just front or rear - Drill all four rotors!!

F igure 5.  Brake ca l iper  mod i f ied  IO accept t w o  ,om  L-shapedpads.



#tsrde  diameter. Tetlon  lined. high components could cause unevenper-
&Sure  StaInless  steel braided lines. formance or worse - premature brake

Typical brake systems can produce as failure! Mismatching is a common
much as 1.600 PSI so watch out for mistake because many auto stores do
aged or surplus lines when you buy.

Never use braided lines longer than
18 inches if at all possible. If too much
braided line is used in the system, the
slight expansion of even the braided
lines will cause a spongy pedal. Use
steel lines whenever possible in your
system.

not carry proper sized steel fittings.
Brake Pad Break-h. Break-in of

organic pads is pretty simple. Go easy
on them for a few hundred miles and

pressure. Since your system can

Also, when replacing steel lines and

generate over 1,600 psi, mismatching

fittings, do not use anything but all
steel fittings and couplers. Brass and
aluminum fittings can generally handle
no more than 300-500 psi of fluid

several times in order to cure properly.

lead to premature pad wear.

If you brake them in too hot and fast,

Here’s how to break in your pads

the first l/8” of the surface will glaze
and harden. Breaking in too slowly
does not allow even hardening and will

properly: Find a place where you can
legally get up to Xmph.  Once you
have the car at 70mph it will be
necessary to slow down to 20mph over
approximately two !enths  of a mile,
three times in a row. Between each
slow-down, allow the pads to cool off
by driving a few minutes at about 50
mph.

Now repeat this procedure  another
1 O-l 2 times, while slowing down over
shorter and shorter distances. Allow
the brakes to cool between each stop.
The last few shoula  be controlled panic
stops (hard stops withbut  locking up
the brakes). After this initial break-in
procedure is competed. let the brakes
cool thoroughly and you’re ready to
go. H

: .Te&Group  Rep0e.m.  “‘lt  l,.. -:
.S$utRods  and. Idler Armrc .’

“.Ci -. ., -”
~ko&h&  are the comments fi$ our
voluntary Test Group on Part II ofthe

VIP series,. which appeared in ti,
_ ~b  March&xii issue- ;,.“~‘.‘.~‘” ;~<-,.
_ “I _, * i. : . .
_ ” ‘. /_ -2  :“~ &:  >.,::;  .;:

>, ,,) p&”  Mffiedng  (,g78)r~~few;;::l;:. : “- ,.
;j::; quest ions please - 1) You mention ~
,A:*the  bearing idler we make.’ Whaare.

.*I.<.,  you? [Note:  Greewood~retkedt~his
own fimr,-See  his ad foraddress$2),  .: ”

1 Replacelower ball joints. Why’only
lower? [Note: Replace both if worn, but
lowerones  wear out faster.
impression you want only t f,

3) I get the
e lower A-

arm bushing changed. [Note: Replace
upper also, if worn. 1

Sue Ellen Cooper (1980): We had to
reread the section on modifvino  the
strut rod bracket for applicaiiorion  out
1980 Corvette. You should mention,
how you lowered the holes in the strut
rod brackets l/2” for the ‘80-‘85s.
Without looking at the bracket we
couldn’t decide whether they were re-
drilled or elongated. This was only
;l-Baac’;ceedt  up when we removed the

Larry’F.  Grimenstein (1972): I wasn’t
sure whether after adding lowering
plate I should have to readjust the
camber bolt. I put mine back to the
location prior to removal.

Kenneth G. Miller (1972): My only
problem was with frozen bolts.

Results of the
Test Drive:

James Dunn (1978): Idler arm made
the best improvement.

Mike Munro (1979): In looking at the
car before, there was noticeable idler
arm wear. Afterward, I noticed extreme

tightness, less ‘clang’ from right wheel
when going over narct  sfun.

Sue Ellen Cooper (1980): After doing
the work the car handled better;.The
steering seemed tighter and more :,
responsive. . . -‘.,:,ch:.-r

Rick Maddaleni (1973):  MY car  ‘:  .j- ‘.
seemed to be notideably  tighter-The:.
front and rear suspension felt tied “x.:
togetherinstead of fighting each other.
Also, incornering-the trailing throttle:
oversteer wasn’t as severe. I hadex-
pected the changes would returnthe
tightness, but did not anticipate the
additional.resultswith  the trailing$tr&
tle oversteer: “. “j  “_:  ~..,  )’

Anthony Hushin  (1981):  Wi& $eZ,::,
new A-arm andstrut  rod bushings$t?
took o&some more of the aged&+  :’
mileage playand.  added some. more of
that new car feel- Now it feels tighten 1
and morepredictable  than ever,The
imorovement wasmore  than I hadex-
p&ted.

Gary Dixon (1972): The resulti,were
amazing. Solid road feel. Tightness.
Quick response.

John Stickley (1975): Car is crisper
and tighter.

Skipper Stubbs (7980): BetterCor-
nering. nice firm ride and a feel of.
owning the road.

Gary Compton (1980): Car comers
better at high speeds and is smoother.

Jan Gaskin  (1979): The rear end stif-
fened up considerably. I did notice
some more control. It would probably
have made a lot more difference had
my car not had the Ranch0  springs.

Kenneth G. Miller (1972): Handling
was far more precise afterward. Car
responded more accurately to inputs.
Less lead and quicker recovery when
swerving or turning. : _.  .

John J. Glover  (1969)tThecar  was
much more stable. Corvettes-should
have come from the factory with Heim
jointed strut rods. Granted, my
bushings were shot, but comparing
this car to the other Vettes I’ve owned
would be comparing apples to
oranges. It’s a much safer car. The im-
provements in this part were more than
I expected. The combination of the

plate and strut rod fit really tightened
up the rear end. It’s not a white knuckle
experience. to drive the car hard any :-
more. The car used to be a handful iu&  ~. :.
changing lanes at 130 mph. Now. it’“.:-;, :-<Z-y
solid. .,.--.? i

4%  .i .“__1. . :, .‘I  - ~  : ..‘J

mechanical lim’itations  prohibit your
own installation.. have dealer do it. Had .‘.
stock idlerinstailed  for $60 (including,. & ‘-  :_
labor). Don%forget  alignment orat:’ .:z>a:.i--:
least “toe-&&5zheck . d i : U”.;  ,....~~~I ,.;:Sue  Elle~(=oo~r  (198O)~you : a>,f.$$$tj:
should be,aware  that someof  the ,” .y”. ; “-.
prooeduresdisoussed  may requireth&~:?~-~~.
use of pullersand  a press, ,. ,” ‘-.,  * ‘$:?:

Rick Maddaleni (1973): When ’ . a :...  .,.,
replacing the strut rod bushings make : ‘.  ’ :-
sure that the rust and old rubber stuck r
to the inside of the strut  is removed.
They press in a lot easier. A wheel
cvlinder (brake) hone works areat. - -

’ Larry drimenstein  (1972): They
should be warned thanhe  price of a ”
bearing idler arm is $1801

:t

John M. Stickley  (?9?5):  Now is time;. ,??i
to inspect rear spring seat on rear end .:3-z-
housing. Mine was broken. . _ ,,y.

Skipper Stubbs (1980): Read instruc-  -%:
tions and don’t get into a rush. Double . , ’ ‘.!:‘,
check your work (checklists never
hurt).

‘-  I ::

Philip Tiberio, Jr., (1970): I think

to do the rear of your Vette. One sh



Test Group Report:
Brake Performance

Comments on the instructions for
drilling the ro tors(May/.June  issue):

Rick Maddaleni, 1973: It took
me a while to realize that I should
drill both sides at once.

Jim & Cindy Dunn, 1978: Good
.information;  especially on the
silicone fluid. Also, since we had
the brakes apart, some mention of
the parking brake would have
been helpful.

Comments on test driving:
Rick Maddaleni, 1973: Brake

pedal felt noticeably firmer. Pedal
travel seemed reduced. Braking is
so r-&uch  better there is no com-
parison. No fading at all. Feels as
though it will stop on a dime. I had
expected better stopping
power, but not the reduced pedal
travel and the firmer feeling brake
pedal.

Kenneth Miller, 1972: Result
was smooth, even pedal pressure
throughout the full range. Stop-
ping was more predictable, even
after repeated high speed stops.

John Glover, 1969: I had already
changed to semi-metallic pads,
steel braided flex lines front and
rear, and stainless steel sleeved
calipers. I had also changed to
,silicone  (DOT 5) fluid. Initially, the
pedal was good and hard but
progressively got softer and softer.
After reading the comments on
silicone fluid I flushed the system
and filled it with DOT 4 glycol
based fluid. The brakes are
working great again.

Gerald J. Rodrigez: Results
were better than I expected.
L7uicker  stopping and no brake
fade. The car felt like it had two
power brake boosters.

Charles Stroppel, 1965: With
semi-metallic pads, I don’t think
you could ever “run out of
brakes.”

M. Fi. Schroeder, 1979: The
brakes were a lot better after. The
semi-metallic pads worked very
well without any noise.

Suggestions for readers‘ttying
the changes recommended in Part
Three on Improving Braking Per-
formance:

fiick  Maddaleni, 1973: On some
drill presses it will be necessary to
use a longer than normal 3/l 6”
drill bil because the size of the
chuck won’t allow it to come close
enough to drill the inner most
holes. The same holds true for the
chamfering tools. An old l/z” drill
bit, ground down to the chamfering
tool angle, works great (See
photo). When center punching for

the holes, it may be necessary to
move the punch to one side of the
mark or the other (but don’t
change the distance of the marks
from the center of the hub), in or-
der to make sure the holes will be
centered between the webs of
the rotor. Finally, make sure that
there isn’t any casting flash be-
tween the webs. It only takes a
small piece to catch the bit and
snap it.

Kevin Patnode,  1969: I used
metallic pads on rear and regular

Thanks  to  Rick Madda len i fo r  these photos of  the rotor  d r i l l i ng  opera t ion .
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ones on front of my car. bn  a
friend’s car I used metallic on all
four wheels. I have noticed a great

deal of powdering and excessive
rotor wear.

John J. Glover, 1969: Use a
pressure bleeder. It’s the only way
to bleed the system properly.

Charles Stroppel, 1965: As long
as you are in there add braided
stainless lines and new wheel
bearings.

Raymond Knecom ,. 1980: If you
have access to a rotary table as I
did it makes the job,much easier.

Dennis Penberthy, 1968: It
always helps to have manuals or
someone with Vette experience to
assist. I had problems once when I
hit the brakes very hard from about
120 mph. I had no brakes to speak
of until I pumped them a couple of
times. I checked everything, bled
the brakes twice and the master
cylinder with no luck. A friend of
mine told me to bleed them is
sequence RR-LR-RF-LF and the
brakes were perfect after that.

Gary Compton, 1980: Use semi-
metallic pads and do not drill the
rotors. Too much work for the
average driver.

Gerry Peterson: Greenwood’s.
comments concerning silicone
brake fluid will surely spark a con-
troversy. His reasoning does make
sense. The phenomenon of gas
generation with metallic pads is a
new concept to me and I thought I
had heard of everything! Althougti
my style of driving does not require
metallic pads and dual pin brakes
with drilled rotors, it’s nice to know
that braking system upgrading is a
relatively easy, straightforward
operation.

Jim & Cindy Dunn, 1978: First,
don’t touch the brake system
unless you know what you’re
doing. Second, take your time and
do it right.
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by JOHN GREENWOOD

PART 4

Springs,
Swaybars,
Shocks
for better performance

I n this our fourth article in the VIP front and rear harmonized a little
sefies  on better handling perfor-

’
more to help the rear stick better 2

30% (as explained later).
Sway bars. The sway bar’s job

mance,  we’re going to discuss im- is strictly to contrci  roll in any tran-
provements that rely on and work

under power (accelermW7
: want the rear springs to be lighter - sition,  quick mancever or turn]=

with other suspension components ! in relation to the front, than thev \ Fs’I brtng  the front-to-rear roll str nes
for best results. There won’t be : are from the factory To achieve
much theorizing, but I will show

\ / back to where it should be, we wih

you how to realize exciting im-
this  balance, you can either make I
ithe  rear springs lighter or the front i.

Increase the rear sway@r  rate bi
20-30% over the front. j

provements based on our years of
racing experience and actual field

‘sprinqs  heavier. I he balance you_ corvettes  need a rear sway
bar. When one is added it will

testing of these procedures.
You’ll see how the best handling

generally require an increase
the front sway bar diameter als

improvements come from a com-
bination of the lightest springs

/ good starting point for sway bars
would be 93”  to 1: /16”  diameter

possible for your driving style,
spring rate 20-30%.  If you have

quite heavy sway bars, and good
standard suspension springs you irear  and a 1” diameter in the front.
can raise the front spring rate 20- Continued on next page

shock control valving. -

Sprlngs.Eest  performance is
realized from using suspension
travel and weight transfer, not just
the tire footprint. To realize
suspension travel, use as light a
spring as possible for your driving
conditions. If the car bottoms out,

T
CL OF LOWER CONTROL ARM

F R O N T  P I V O T  B O L T

OF
speed tracks. SPINDLE SUPPORT

The front suspension geometry
on the Corvette is very good for
performance and actually sticks
better than the rear end. To im-
prove performance it is necessary
to get the relationship between the

FRONT SUSPENSION

Fi! qure  1.

I

REAR  SUSPENSION



SPdiNG COMtiRESSlON  CHAR

FREE LENGTH $s7,,

OF SPRING *

850x
1700#

2550x

3475iy

Figure 2.

Continued from preceding page

AdJustlng  ride  height.
The basic geometry in the front

of a Corvette is generally con-
sidered very good for perform-
ance. This good performance can
be atributed, at least in part, to the
amount of negative camber, or

street use and up to 314  degrees
negative camber for full race use.
The camber change should give
your car the maximum tire “foot-
print” on the road under ail types
of performance.

To determine proper front-end
height, you must consider how the
car will be used. Negative camber
increases for every inch of
suspension travel into jounce (this
is called camber gain), in propor-
tion to the amount you lower the
front-end. As you lower the front-
end you increase the amount of
camber change and the center of
gravity (CG) of the front-end is
lowered resulting in better cor-
nering power.

Optimal ‘7”  height for best per-
formance is one inch. Lowering

Shocks. Shock absorbers are
meant to dampen the car-to-tire
movement in relation to road sur-
face. Shocks are the most impor-
tant suspension improvement area
and offer very dramatic and
noticeable gains in performance.

Most drivers think of shocks only
to control hard bumps and high
speed float. Shocks actually play
an important part in controlling the
cornering force of a car. They con-
trol the tire contact over the road
surface to maintain maximum
adhesion. in order to properly con-
trol a car with light springs and
heavy sway bars, you need shocks

SHOCK MOUNTING I

w  - CLEARANCE FOR SHOW

(very little needed)

CUT l/z”  OFF, FOR 13/32”  HOLE , /,’ HIGHER

CLEARANCE THAN STOCK HOLE

To check and set the height of
your front-end, measure the “Z”
height at the front (figure l).This
is measured from the center of the
lower control arm shaft to the
ground and from the bottom sur-
face of the spindle support, where
the lower bail joint goes through, ’
to the ground. The difference be-
tween these two measurements is
the “Z”  height.

Changing the length of the front
springs can be accomplished two
ways. (1) Replace the spring with a
longer or shorter one. (2) Shorten
existing springs by cutting coils
Off.

Figure 4. ( Most standard springs are

the car can be accomplished by
changing the length of the front
springs.

I
Conhued  on page 51
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Continued from page 34

I referred to as progressive rated 7
springs. These have a few tightly 1
spaced coils at one end and more:
openly Spaced coils over the rest ;

without changing the spring rate

&;t;;c;;d;;z
drastically cut the coils from t

the spring rate, cut one coil off the
open end of the spring. This
procedure will give you an in-
creased rate of a
20% per coil!!se

proximatelv 7
hould you decide to

\-u&theipring,  buy part num-
‘\  ber 383251&  thev are alreadv
:shortened.  This spring installation
‘will put your car’s “Z” height in the
ball park without cutting spring
csils.

Spring rates. The following
springs and chart (figure 2) show
the increase in rates of springs as
they are compressed one inch at a
time, to give you an idea what to
expect when you modify or change
sprinas in vour  car.

! Spring (A) is a standard spring]
\part  number 331318, rated at 25q
i pounds per inch of trav&(B)  is the
same spring with one coil removed
from the tight end. (C) is the same
spring with a coil removed from the
openly spaced end. Spring (D) is
an F-41, part number 3832518,
rated at 550 pounds per inch of
travel. (E) is the Chevrolet Daytona
spring, part number 3986032,
rated at 860 pounds per inch of

OE STEER

Figore 5.
FRONT SUSPENSION REAR SUSPENSION

iA-‘ : ! ! ! I I I .i--;--.I-.  ! L

,100 0 ,100 200 .lOO i’ .!oa ,200

petitiv9  use. When the car is under what we did in the front. In both in-
hard cornering, these adjustment stances we are tying  to get better
bolts can stretch enough for the tire contact with the road in cor-
shim to fall out unless secured as nering conditions.
described. As your car goes into a hard

“D” helght (rear end). In or- cornering condition, the loaded
der to bring front and rear end per- side of the rear will start toeing out
formance into the proper relation- causing the rear to oversteer. So
ship, the following procedure is next, set the half shafts by
necessary. First, check the height measuring at the center of the
of the rear end -the “D” height. universals to the ground! Set the
lower strut rod by measuring the
center of each end to the
ground(Figure  1). This dimension
normally should be l-1 /4” with ferential when you set the ride
driver aboard and full fuel load. height, the more toe out or over-
But we use the D height only for steer you’ll experience.
reference. We set the rear end Raising and lowering half
suspension height at the half shaft 7shafts. To raise and lower half

1
/

as described later. shaft heights, ycu can lengthen or ii
Relocating  Dlff erentlal. i

To complete the ride height ad-
shorten the bolts at the ends of the E
leaf spring. -

justment procedure, lower the The multileaf steel spring has a
strut rod bracket under the dif- progressive curve and it dampens
ferential down about l/z”.  (Figure the suspension travel, which is the
4).This lowers the roll center and shock absorbers job! This takes

i travel. L lessens the camber change in the away from the suspension and
-Afte&weHng  the front-end, ad-

1 justments must be made to the
rear. It’s basically the opposite of shocks tuneability. You can im-

DFFERENT~AL  RELOCATING
prove this condition some by

rubber bumpers. Cut the bumpers MO”,NG  DiFFERENTlAL  UP 314” taking the spring apart and
shorter on the lower A-arms. Leave greasing between the leafs,

steel sleeve spacer and longer
grade-8 bolts.

Finally, the caster and camoer
alignment shims should be drilled
and wired in place, or removed
and replaced with round washers
to insure their integrity under com-

23132”  HOLE IN CENTER

“14”  STEEL PLATE 3 80”
D I A M E T E R

TACK IN PUCE ON CAR

Continued on nextpage
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Continued from preceding page
that the swing arm Corvette
suspension has a lot of toe-out on
either end of ride heights. Whether
you are hard cornering with the
rear end compressed or hard
braking with the rear end light, you
will experience enough toe-out to
actually steer the car!

Check this out. If your half shaft
is level when the car is at ride
height, look at how much toe-out
you get through 2 inches of wheel
travel. (Example a.) But if you
start with half shaft higher at the
differential (example b), and go
through the same 2 inches of
travel, you end up with the tire
going through a small curve but
ending up almost straight ahead
with .Ol  O-61  5 toe-out. (Example b)
Now look at the difference in the

Cut a circle with a diameter of
3.8” from quarter inch steel flat
stock. In the center of the circle
drill a 23/32”  hole. Put the cross
member up into place. Flatten the
shoulder on the frame where the
rubber biscuit was captured. Hold
the cross member tight to the
frame. Put the l/4  ” steel plate in
with the bolt and tack-weld the
plate to the cross member. (Figure
6) Remove the finish welding
securely. Use a shim under the
front differential mount. Now move
the tip shock mounting hole up
l/z”.  Cut l/2” off the bottom for
clearance. Last, shorten the rub-
ber bumper down to 1/z”  like the
front. (Figure 3)

Changing to ‘quick steetlng’
on the 1963-67  Corvette. A
simple and very effective change
you can make to improve your
car’s steering response is what we.
call the “Quick Steering”
changeover. There are two holes

l/2”,  you may find the car body sits in
>a  little higher than YOU like:-

the steering arms where the tie
rods can be located. Until the 1977

?%@%ack  down, take the rubber model year, tie rods on manual
biscuits out of the differential cross steering cars were located in the
member and raise the rear cross rearward hole positions. By simply
member up into the frame 3/4”. relocating the tie rods in the for-
This does not change the ward hole position, and resetting
geometry but lowers the CG back the toe-in, you can convert your
to its proper point and mounts the car to “Quick Steering”.
differential solid - a performance A companion procedure to
change. “Quick Steering” involves

F/gum  7.
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changing the steering geometry
for high performance street use,
autocross, or racing. In driving
terms, this means that the better
your tire performance (road grip
and/or tire width) the more you will
experience ‘darting’ (the result of
tires that follow road imperfections
and ruts) under hard braking and
over rough or uneven road sur-
faces. This condition is caused by
toe-change and can be improved
dramatically with some very simple
changes.

Referring to the toe steer chart
(figure 5, front suspension), note
the toe change the steering
“sees” as it goes through full
suspension travel, often called
“jounce”. Zero on the chart
represents ride height. As you can
see, when a stock car goes
through full suspension travel,
there is quite a change in the
direction the tire travels (from
1 /16”  toe-IN to l/4”  toe-OUT).
With our recommended
modifications, your car’s steering
will be much straighter and con-
trollable. See the reworked curve
in the chart. A

!
2 Toe adJuster  blocks. Figur4
(7) shows several bolt-on toe ad-. I

/ juster blocks; I hese blocks will
I

help you to make the proper ad-
justments for your particular model
year.

These units are fairly easy to in-
stall by drilling out the tapered
hole, with a 21/32”  drill, in the
steering arm and bolting the
blocks in place. On cars with only
one tapered hole in the steering
arm, drill it out and bolt the block
into place using it to line-up and
mark the other hole. Repeat this
procedure for the other tie rod end.

There are several important
points to note when buying ad-
juster blocks. (1) The block on the
left does not have an angle-cut
bottom and should be checked for
tire clearance. (2) The block with
the angle-cut bottom should cost
more due to extra manufacturing
costs for milling. (3) When these
blocks were first designed, three
different thicknesses were made
each for separate “Z” height. Be
sure to ask your dealer for a chart
or graph showing the steering
curve for the “Z” height you have
selected. I



by JOHN GREENWOOD

PART 5

I n the following article, we will give you
recommendations of what has worked
the best for us over the past 15 years
regarding Corvette wheei bearings,
basic procedures and bearing care ap-
plying to the 1963 to 1962 Corvettes.
You will have to get your GM service
manual out for this one and follow their
procedures for most of the disassembly
and assembly of the bearing units.

All Corvpttes will require the
disassembly and replacement of the
bearings at some time. The bearing
assemblies come from the factory with
enough grease to last from 40,000 miles
up. Some people have been luckier than
others as to how long they lasted and
where they were when they finally failed.

By showing you some of the do’s and
don’ts,  it might help you when your time
comes to do it yourself or have it done
proper ly .

If this is done right with the right parts
(grease,etc.)  you should never have to
do it again, or.at  least not for a few hun-
dred thousand miles. Figure A shows
what we will be discussing.

Notice the size of the cavity for
grease. The factory puts a little grease at
both ends, like a finger width.
If you were to grease the inner bearing
with an external greaser while the car is

Wheel Bearings
still assembled, the grease would not
reach the outer bearing. .

There are two designs of spindle sup-
ports (pnoto 1). The early design is the
same as shown in Figure A. The walls of
the casting are thinner giving it a bigger
cavity. I have never seen one break or’
come apart, but I have crackedthem
before where I marked in Figure A. This
is an area to inspect on your units when
they are apart, and if they are cracked,
they should be replaced. I think the new
casting must have come in around 1975.

Remove-the spindle from the spindle
support housing per the GM service
manual.

Drive out the old bearing cup from the
spindle support housing. Be very careful
not to damage the housing wails.  Use a
brass drift behind cup or race in notches
in housing.

I prefer to remove the spindle support
from the swing arm for better control of
cleanliness and accuracy. For this
removal procedure, again refer to the
GM service manual.

When you remove or install the cone,
the pressure should always be against
the face of the cone and should not con-
tact the cage. The cage should be free to
rotate when the press or puller is in
position. See Figure B to familiarize

GR&4SE  GAVIN
\ BEARING1

FOR CRACKS

yourself with the parts of the bearfng
assembly.Damage  to this mild steel
cage may cause the bearing to fail.

Wash the bearing out with kerosene or
mineral spirits: use both cold. After the
bearing has been cleaned, it should be
dried with compressed air, making sure
no water is in the air line. The com-
pressed air should be directed at the
bearing so that it goes through the
bearing from one end of the rollers to the
other. Do not spin the dry bearing with
the compressed air as it may score due
to lack of lubricant. (Photo 2.)

If the bearing is found to be satisfac-
tory, it should be dipped in oil and wrap-
ped in clean oil paper if not used im-
mediately. If either the cup or cone
needs to be replaced, both should be
changed. Do not use old cones with new
cups or vice versa. We highly recom-
mend new bearings be used. Timken
bearings have been our choice.

To insure against wear from any
source, all parts and assemblies coming
into contact with or operating together
with the bearing should be thoroughly

cleaned. Particular attention should be
paid to the hubs and spindle support
housings to remove any loose chips or
particles of dirt which .moy  have  ac-
cumulated.

Figure A. Beadng  IocaUons

Can timed on page 46

Photo 1. Spindle supports
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Photo 2 Dv  Bearing with compra Photo 3. Set endplay clearance

Continued from page 45

Along with the bearing inspection, the
spindle shaft and bearing housing
should also be checked. Any burrs on
the shaft or in the housing should be
removed. (Figure C.) These can prevent
the bearing parts from seating properly
causing misalignment or faulty bearing
setting (adjustment). The burrs or chips
may also work loose in service and get
into th6  bearings.

All seals should be replaced with new
GM parts. Worn seals allow dirt and
waterto  enter the bearing housing.
Proper maintenance of bearing sealsis
vital to the good performance of any
aeanng.

fiew bearings are packed in card-
board cartons to give them proper
protection against dirt and moisture.
Replacement bearings should be stored
in a clean, dry place and should not be
removed from the cartons until ready for
use. There is no need to wash new
bearings as the rust preventive will not
harm the recommended lubricant.

After a new bearing has been
removed from the carton it should be in-
stalled immediately or placed on a Clean
surface. Never place bearings on a floor

or a dirty workbench. Do not leave them and out to check the reading on the dial
exposed where dirt, dust and moisture indicator, hold a little pressure down on
can reach them. Extra care on your pa,rt
at this time will be repaid in the future

it. Keep the pressure even while
checking the tolerance. This will give

with longer bearing life. you more accurate readings.
The tight fitted cups can be pressed

into the bearing housings by making a
simple driver. Take the old cups, one in-
ner and  ou:er  rear and cno outer front
and grind the outside diameterwhile
turning until they will drop in the housing
they came out of with no pressure. Put
new cups into place in the housing. Use
the old ground cups to tap them down
with a hammer. Work your way around
the diameter many times to keep
straight. The driver should hit only  the
face of the cup.

Final seating of the cup against the
shoulder in the housing should be in-
spected. This is very important.

Now we have to set the rear bearing
end-play clearance. We will be a little
more demanding than the service
manual with tolerances. They call for
.OOl  to .008.  We want .OOl to .0025
(Photo 3). You can use the tool GM lists
in the manual, or you can use an old
spindle and polish down the shaft so the
bearings will slide on and off. Next, do
as the service manual says: put the tool
together with the bearings, sleeve and
space in the spindle support with new
cups installed. Now, we will be more
careful with checking the clearance.
When you move the tool or spindle in

Now before putting together the rear
bearing assembly, we recommend
changing a little frcm the GM procedure
by installing the outer seal and bearing
on the spindle prior to using the GM tool
to put the inner bearing on the spindle
(Photo 4). Be  sure you put the outer seal
on the spindle shaft the same way it
came off so it will go into place when the
time comes to seat it. Lubriplate the seal
at the shaft surface. The GM installing
tool puts pressure on the inner cone rear
face surface, which is fine, but the
pressure on the outer bearing during in-
stallation is on the rollers and on the cup
and cone roller surfaces. We never
assemble bearings with pressure in this
area. It’s not worth finding out if
something happened, and it took
enough pressure to score or mark any of
the surfaces which could shorten the life
of the unit.

This is one of those areas that you
might say has always been close to my
heart. It’s kind of a confidence of not
having to worry about a bearing failure in
the banking of Dajytona  at well over 200
mph. We never have had a bearing
failure and many others have.

When a press is not available, you can
freeze the spindle and heat the cone and

Photo 4. installing  outer seal andbearing

Figure C. Check for burrs Figure B. Parts of Bearfng Assembly

BVRRS  O N
SHOULOEA  OR CHWS  O N
B E A R I N G  S E A T B E A R I N G  S E A T

1
ARE  l -RAPPED
B E T W E E N  F A C E

L( O F

\ SljINOE

SPINDLE SUPPORT BEARING CONE
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Photo 5. Heat Bearings with inkrad
lamp.

assembly without a press.
Infrared lamps are a simple method

for heating bearings. Thiamethod
assures maximum cleanliness. A torch
should never be used to heat the
bearings. Be careful that the bearings
are not heated over 275OF  to 3OOOF.
The expansion of the bearing cone can
be checked with inside micrometers to
insure sufficient growth to permit the
cone to slide on the shaft. Be sure to put
the outer rubber seal on first. Don’t let it
touch the bearing until it cools;

Asbestos gloves should be used to
handle the heated cones. The hot cone
should be held solid against the cold
shoulder on ttfe shaft until the cone
seizes. Compressed air can help speed
the cooling.

Many cases of “loose” bearing set-
tings and excessive  ena  play have been
caused by an unseated cone working
back against the shoulder in service.

Before assembly,  thoroughly grease
the bearings, making sure the grease

Photo 6. Force grease from large end. Photo 7. Built  and assembled units
era a vailable.

gets in between the rollers and the cage
and not just on the outside of these
parts. Forcing the grease through the
bearing from the large end of the rollers
will ensure proper grease distribution.
(Photo 6) Additional grease is added to
the bearing housing before assembly.
The bearing housing cavil;  is !i!led.
leaving enough room for the spindle
shaft to go through only. Use the best
grease you can get. We use Lubrication
Engineers Almagard #3X2  tube. .

Reassemble the spindle in the spindle
support per the GM service manual,
paying particular attention to cleanliness
until all is sealed up. Note the outer
spindle seal will have to be put into place
just before the spindle is almost pulled
all the way in. Use a big screw driver and
carefully work your way around pushing
the seal into place. Do the balance of the
rear assembly per GM service manual.

The front hubs use the same
procedures for inspecting, cleaning and
installing the cups as the rear spindle

I

supports, We also grease the bearings
and fill the hub cavities with grease.
When installing the seals, lubricate the
seals on the lip next to the spindles.

Adjusting the Front Wheel Bearings:
The recommended method is to tlghten
the nut, while rotating the wheel, until a
light bind is obtained in the bearing,
thus insuring proper seating of all parts.
Then the nut is backed off one slot and
locked with a cotter pin. This results in a
free running clearance in the bearing.
The bearing is rotated in order to seat
the rollers against the cone rib. This
rotation should be done when making
any bearing setting with an adjusting
nut .

For competition, where speeds are
maintained over 200 mph, you should
set the front bearing tolerance at ,004
end play.

If all this is too much to do yourself,
you can buy units built to these
specifications already buiLt  and assem-
bled (Photo 7).H
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In the steering with the idler arm
replacerhent  in Part One.

Joanne Mason (1973): I cut F-%1
springs, added Bi lstein shocks,
fiberglass rear Daytona Spring,
relocated differential and toe adjuster
blocks, prldchanged t

$abar an ‘518’1  rear sway
t?front  sway

L
r. It increased

corneri hesion, reduced body rol l ,
and reduced oversteer.

Ty McDowell (1970): I changed to a
rear fiberglass spring, gas shocks,
magnesium mags and 255 60 iUS  Eagle
GT tires and noticed great improve-
ments in handling and driveability. The
rear sits up a little high so next I think I’ll
use longer spring bolts.

Ch;;irfes  W. Stroppel.(l?65):  ; changed
to e 1” front sway bar, 9/l  6’/’  rear bar
with-poly bushing, #3313EYfront  springs
with one coil cut from open end, 270 lb.
fiberglass rear spring with longer bolts,
Koni  gas shocks, quick steering adjust-
ment. I found the fiberglass spring and
Koni  shocks are just unbelievable. The
choppy Corvette ride is almost
eliminated. The ride is great, yet I have
no problem with bottoming out no matter
ho,.. h-&l  I n..rk tha  e-r  intn rnmc,re  Ar

with every previous part of this series, I
am impressed with the improvements.

Chuck Villa (1976): I installed a rear
fiberglass spring (300 lb.) mostly to
replace sagging steel spring on a 95,000
mile car, and cut front coils (removed
one coil). The  rear now rides much bet-
ter, but need to put on gas shocks to
alleviate some of the bounciness now
present. On the front spring cuts. it took
three tries to get it just the way I wanted
it. I finally removed total of 1 coil per
spring.

Bill Ware Ill (1976): I changed the
shocks, changed to F-41 springs and
replaced rear leaf spring with a one-
piece fiberglass spring. The car rides
better. The front end seems tight and the
car feels good. The shocks and rear
spring made a big difference. Much
more improvement than I expected.
Suggestions For Other Readers
Considering  the Changes:

Mitch Barach (1973): Determine what
you want from your car before spending
unnecessary money.

Gary Compton (1980): Do these
changes at the same time you replace
ball joints and A-frame bushings and
save yourself a lot of work.

Sue Ellen Cooper (1965): Those who
have Vettes (especially mid-years) with
super wide tires and wheels would be
very wise to follow some of these-..--_- I?-_- I I...  ?I,  L  _ ---- . . . . -II -__-A

They will find out they can have the
“street look” they desire without having
to sacrifice the sports car handling.

Jan Gaskin  (7979): If you are a driving
enthusiast and want a great handling
car, it is the way to go. However, like all
good things, you have to pay the price of
rough driving and low clearance.
Personally I think it is great. I really~like
this program.

Larry Grimenstein (1972):  I was afraid
to cut front springs because of spoiler
and tire clearance. To try it, I added coil
spring U-bolts and dropped front l/a”
with no permanent change.

Bob Marshall (1968): Do only  the
suggestions for your type of driving.

Joanne Mason (1973): The majority of
these changes are an excellent advan-
tage for autocrossing. however, the
street-only driver may not want to get
quite as deep into suspension
modi f icat ions.

Dennis Penberthy (1966): To cut down
on expenses I recommend you try and
locate used parts with the right part
numbers.

Charles Stroppef (1965): Don’t go
overboard on stiff shocks and springs.
:%pT  as possmle q
jwithout the suspension bottoming out !
iand  you’ll have a much more enjoyable
bride  and will still maintain a high car-
bering forcef

;
c;anunued  on Dage 67

Largest Inventory of New & Used Auto Parts
l Front Ends
l Rear Clips
l Rotors
l Caliper
l Doors
l Hub Caps
l Suspension

l Interiors
. Tops
l Seats
l Radios
l Frames
l Engines
l Transmission
l and Much More

Also Selling Repairables

We buy and se/J
Corvettes & Parts

@ Computerized ’ 6 & fi CORVETTES
Parts Locator 164Boxford Rd.

enables us to locate hard Rowley, MA 01969
to find parts in the Northeast. ( 6 1 7 )  5 9 8 - l  9 2 0

Shipping Available Mon.-Fri. 8-5 Sat. 8-12

circle  29 on velre
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by JOHN GREENWOOD
CJ

PART 6

In this final article of the series we will
deal with some of the finer points of im-
proving Corvette performance.
Shii?
The shifters on the standard trans-
mission cars have several areas that
need attention to get the best positive
control for performance driving. If your
shifter is to your liking the way it is, you
may not be ready for this, but you should
understand what the changes could do
for future reference.

When a shifter gets sloppy from wear,
it is difficult to get it working well again
without replacing the worn parts or the
whole shifter lever. (See figure 1.)

The areas we will deal with will be im-
proving the strength of the shift lever
and rods, shortening the distance the
shifter travels between shifts and
remounting the shifter on the ‘67-‘62
cars for, again, more control.

All removals and reassemblies of shif-
ter parts can be done per the GM service
manual.

We will start with the shifter leveror
tower itself. We have seen and ex-

Performance
Finer
Points
perienced the shifter handle breaking off
where it is installed in the lower casting.
To eliminate this problem, you should
heli arc weld the two where they are
assembled. (See figure 1.)

In 1967, Chevrolet changed the shifter
lever mounting from a transmission
mount to a frame mount. The purpose of
this change was to cut down on rattles
and vibrations coming from the shift
lever. As it turned out, it also cut down
on some of the control positiveness of
the shifter. Under hard power, the
engine torques over and binds up the
shifter so you can’t change gears. To
change the shift lever mounting back to
the transmission, it will require the pur-
chase of a few Chevrolet parts. You will
need three tapper headed Allen screws
and one mounting plate. These parts are
for a 1966 or earlier Corvette. Again, the
installation would be the same as the -
GM service manual for 1963-66. (See
figures 1 and 2.)

To shorten up the length of travel be-
tween shifts, replace the shift arms at-
tached directly to the transmrssron  wrtn  -

figure I: 1966-62  frame MountedShfffer
Show ing  Exp loded  V iew  ol the
Shi f t  Lever  (a t  r igh t ) .

shorter arms. These shorter arms are
the standard part number for 1965-66
Chevel le.

If you are having a problem with the
transmission popping out of gear on ac-
celeration or deceleration, it is very
possible that the transmission is not cen-
tered to the engine crank shaft.

This can be corrected by using the off-
set bushings in the back of the engine
block that line up the bellhousing. These
off-set dowel pins are available through
Mr. Gasket suppliers. To check the
bellhousing for center to ?he crank shaft,
use a dial indicator on the flywheel.
Check indicator in the opening that the
transmission goes through and turn the
crank shaft while reading the dial in-
dicator. The off-set bushing comes in
assorted off-sets. It will probably take a
few tries before you get the right com-
bination.
Lubricants

This is an area that is abused probably
more than any other. Everyone knows if
any of the moving parts on the car run
out of lubricants thev will fail in time,

Figure 2:  1963-66 Transmiss ion
Mounted Sh i f t  Lever
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,G not many people pay much at-
Jn  to is the maintenance of engine

.I, transmission and rear end fluidsetc.
If these lubricants were properly main-
tained, and possibly belter lubricants
used, the life expectancy of the moving
parts would be greatly increased. In their
proper funct ionin

and filters every 20,000 miles. The dif-
ferential and power steering can go for

miles. Warm car UP thorouahlv
fluids per GM ser.&

Our first area of concern is that you
use the best lubricants; not all oils or
lubricants are the same. Some brands
break down quicker than others and lose
their ability to lubricate properly.

We have tried everything we could get
our hands on over the last 20 years. We
have finally found a product line that
not iceably improved lubricat ion and
quietness of differentials, transmissions
and power steering. We change all the
fluids in every new Corvette we work
with. When we race, we can get just
about any brand lubricants we want for
free, but we now only use one company,
and we buy the product, which is not
even cheap. The product is not on the
general market because they service
only industrial equi ment, so we have to -

i:  buv,it  bv  the pound!$ii%id~]
avarlable their name IS Lubncatron
Engineerslnc.,  a Texas company. For
us this has been a noticeable change.

Now back to som&astcs,  proper
warm up of engine and drive line are
also essential to longevity. When you
start a cold engine, never rev it up, let it
warm up completely before any hard
use. This will most certainly cut down on
wear and fai lures.

For racing applications, autocross,
etc., here is a tip on warming your car up
before making any runs on it. The oils
take about 3 times longer to warm up as
the water does. You should warm the
car up by driving or jacking the back end

of your car up and letting the trans-
mission and rear-end turn with the
engine. The colder the outside tem-
perature, the longer it takes. When we
race. and the temperature gets below
40“ at night, we drain the engine oil after
the last practice and take a case of oil to
our room to keep by the heater. In the
morning we put warm oil in the cold
engine. Next, we turn the oil pump to get
pressure and start the engine. I have
seen many people wipe out their cam
shaft starting a cold engine. Don’t take
chances.
i Power steerinq and the automatic \

’ transmission wilt-be  noticeably quieterIJala n d oother with the L.E. 7500 power I
i flui When you drain the automatic
c  transmission, use the GIM service

manual because you have to remove the
lower pan, and the only way to drain the
torque converter is to remove it or drill it.
We drill them to drain and put a small
pipe plug in or a dead head rivet. Then
we turn the converter 180’ and do it
again to equal the weight for proper
balance.

beyond one-lap-at-a-time autocross, it
will be necessary to duct air over the dif-
ferential. If you’re running past 15
minutes continuously, you need an oil
cooler.
Rear End Oil Cooler

If you use an oil cooler, it should be
mounted below the oil level of the dif-
ferential so as not to over fill the differen-
tial if the pump is off or fails. The dif-
ferentials are always better a little under

Figure 3: Harrison Cooler and Jabsco Pump

filled than over filled When routing the
oil lines, always fill the cooler from the
bottom so that the hot oil takes longer to
pass through and cools better.

A good rear axle cooler to use is the
Harrison oil cooler (part no. 3157804)
and electric driven oil pump, Jabsco
(part no. 6360). (See figure 3.)

You will need to rework the rear dif-
ferential cover to install fitting for the oil
cooler lines. Drill and top the rear cover
on a vertical line 3/s”  to the left of the
center line or middle vertical rib in the
rear differential cover. Drill the top
hole, down 1 IA” from  the cross member
surface and the bottom hole up 1 l/z”
from the spring mounting surface. Tap
both with a l/z”  pipe thread and install fit-
tings with thread sealer. Grind off the fit-
tings inside  the cover so they are flush
with the cover.

The lower hole in the rear cover is
used to pick up the oil and go through
the pump where it’s pushed in the bot-
tom of the cooler and comes out the top
and goes in the top hole in the rear cover
and sprays on the ring gear.
Alignment

When getting ready for the alignment
of the suspension, there are several
things that should be considered before
you go to the alignment shop. These are
things you probabiy can check at home.

Fill the gas tank to weight the car.
Check the tire pressure to make sure
they are set to your desired pressures.

Now, to get an accurate alignment,
the car needs to be level from side to
side, which is essential to get consistent
handling in both directions. The sway
bars will needed to be neutralized or
evened up (more on this later).

First, disconnec:  the front and rear
sway bar linkage on both sides. Now
measure the frame to ground clearance
on each side of the car to be sure that
it’s close to the measurement on the
other side. Level the rear of the car first.
This can be done by using washers or
shims at the long outside bolts holding
the leaf spring. Once the rear end is
level side to side, measure under the
front frame.

If it is close, leave it alone. If it is very
far off, see if any of the suspension
parts, like A-arms, are bent. If everything
is OK, you may need to change the
springs or shim one of them.

Now that the car is fairly level, take it
to the alignment shop with the sway bars
still disconnected. There is no danger of
the car turning over, but it will be a little
twitchy so just take it a little easier.

The actual alignment will have to be

I use only, you should use the lower limits \,
,on the cam%lf  you have the l--41

Continued on page 46
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seven leaf rear spring, you will use the
higher limits or more negative camber,
because the car doesn’t squat as much
on acceleration.

The caster is another area that will
require a little thought. The more

. . ..- ,......  I_ __.;  . ,” ,.... . . ., , _.  . _,

..;, .” - .,’ I ! I,
;

.:.:.,. ‘,

.; . .:c >‘,  :_  1: Test Group Report  #5  deals with the ‘.

..$:;  *‘:::
wheel bearing change discussed in the

.;,,  :”‘y.<-.  ‘.
‘I  Septfmber/October issue. .. : . ...: :-k.; :

;,:. ;..:1 Gary Compton (1980): I believe this .,,,:‘.
,- . I ,. I’ ‘;  should  be done by a repair shop. It’s too

.!. ..” ,;,, .’ much trouble to do at home for most :: ~
people, and most don’t have the needed
tools.

. . ,’ Sue Ellen Cooper (1965):‘We  had i!%
:

i.  I -_.. replaced rear wheel bearings on some of
.i.<.:.j.. “., our vehicles before, so this was not an .’
^C.  I .:_..+..;, : entirely new undertaking for us. If this is;.

. _ your first attempt, you should be aware :.
: I ‘,.” j
+ .:

that it is not always an easy task..Do :$-
*.&..‘..  i i - ‘.  some fast talking at your local Chevy .;.I‘ ...

_;  .2:‘,  - 1 deafership and arrange to borrow their ‘1.
,7g.  ‘CT ,, ; wheel drive spindle remover. Evenwith
-1..  -: .’ their puller there is still no guarantee the
:,L:-”.,... : -. disassembly will follow the easy ,. __L..“..  ,...‘  :-.  :’. ..** . ;,%..:.y. (,_,  :.. procedure described in the GM service
&;.:*:~;;j,;~::  s manual. .: _.(  _ _
,&-r, , ‘:  ,
&y. .:.:  ;. We elected to change the be&gs%,

:” ‘,“’  ‘our ‘65 coupe as, so far as we knew,’  .--.-.
.  .  .  . they were the original ones, which may-

.;: _ . well be why we had problems. We ran in-
,_., 1 to problems trying to remove the strut

.’<;, rod bolt from the spindle support arm-so
: ., - that we could attach the spindle ‘I.,.

remover. The bolt had apparently rusted
.: to the metal sleeve inside the bushing. ,. :

and wouldn’t come out. Once this was.i,
‘ZV  ‘. .A. “,: ” solved - and it happened on both sides
‘.

‘,..l‘,’ -the rest went as described. With the.
* -“.c:: 2:;  problems we had, we don’t care to  ;,‘j.  ’ ..’_‘ ,,.;<. change them again for at least a couple“.,-
;,A.; ,.., .:... of hundred thousand miles, and ;. ,:;r:.~.  ,...1.
: _ . .  .  . :_“,-..  ..

preferably never. This is definitely not a .

.:..t  ;‘.  ,. ..
job to be undertaken by a novice ,:“‘I’  .:. .

mechanic. The older the car, the more ,;
likely you are to have problems. After
you start tearing the car apart, if you find

; ‘,, you are in over your head and have to
pay someone else to finish the job, they

‘_  .‘. could end up being very expensive ,.
2,  :. :“, ..I., : wheel bearings. : -’  .’ ji.  ‘!  :
._ ‘-.L,.,.:. Jim and Cindy Dunn (1978): As we

’ :’ “” “’ _ ’ didn’t have the puller tool we had the
1 c ‘:.

>,- ._,: ..I*c  ‘..‘,,  . ~ ..’
local Chevy dealer do this work. ”

,,y.‘:  .:I )‘- Larry Grimenstein (1972): I already did
‘,  ! j ;,, ,. the rear wheel bearing when I did the
..-,. b r a k e s .

Paul M. Herzing  (1978): We had a
local Chevy dealer check out the car and
decided that at 28,000 miles it wasn’t
necessary to replace the wheel bearings
yet. I have read many articles on rear
wheel bearing replacement and many
tell you how easy it is to do it yourself.
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Positive  caster you use above 1 r/1’= amount of Clearance, you should be able
positive caster, the better the straight to use more positive caster - the more
line road holding ability. The cars with the better.
the 255 x 60 x 15 tires and some of the
others may have a clearance problem of

On  the ‘63’S2 Corvettes, always set
the right front caster about ‘/40  to 11~0

tire to rear wheel well when your wheels more positive than the left front. This wilt
are in full turn conditions. Check this also help in the straight line feel.
before you start, if your car has a fair Cuntinued  on next page

--. ..--_-.~  . ..-.---.-\.) _.., ..,_,  _ . . . .-  -. __. _  .-.  . . - _.  -.I_._  -,-..-..

This is pure grade $1  bull-! My
‘63 was a likely candidate for bearing”,

wheel bearing assemblies and trailing .

replacement at 76,000 miles and ,’ :;“,  ,I’
arms on my 1966 roadster. The following

regularly autocrossed. To remove the ̂ I
areas presented varying degrees of dif-

bearings on the ‘63 with drum brakes ‘-
ficulty:  (1) Removal of the strut rod from.--:

they must be cut out with a torch. There
the spindle support arm (caused by ?,  i -

is no tool made to remove them. This is a
corroded lower shock mount). (2) . .

very time consuming and messy job if, -
Separation of the bearing housing from

done by an inexperienced backyard. ..?I;-~
the trailing arm. My Corvette had seen a%

mechanic. At a cost of $1204140  per
few winters in the salty midwest  and as a’

;
side just for labor to cut the bearings out

result, the bearing housing and trailing

(parts and labor added) I feel confident
arm were rusted together. I used a com-

and safe having had the work done by
bination of heat and a hydraulic press to

someone else. -*. r separate the two. (3) If you suspect the
,:’ .,..

Raymond Knecum (1980): I already
integrity of the trailing arm, replace it at

had the rear bearing carriers rebuilt ‘...;
this time. It will never get any easier. I ‘..‘--
had to use a cutting torch to remove : .

when I rebuilt the rear end. It was a lot
easier to do it all at the same time,;::;-  I---

rusted T-arm pivot bolts. (4) Install stain-..
t

Bob  Marshall  (19W MY best  ‘-‘:  :: _ “.  -.  1
ess steel parking brake components. :-..

suggestion to other readers is the last 1
(5) Finally, while Greenwood gives. ,. ::  :;-’

you the actual method of blueprinting -:
paragraph of part 5 (buy a pre- 1% -.
assembled unit). I tried to replace the

rear wheel bearing assemblies, I feel‘ ..L ,-

wheel bearings on my Vette last winter.
that it is more economical (in terms of

Even using the proper pullers I was J..
frustration, labor and down time) to have

never able t0 free the assembly from,  the
these assemblies rebuilt by one of the

trailing arm. Maybe because of the age
firms that specialize  in this  job.  Mine

of my car they were frozen in the trailing -.
were rebuilt by Van Steel Co., in Clear- .,

arm. I eventually replaced the whole y“, “.
,-water,  Florida and came with a “bullet-.I.

trailing arm because of damage to it.. I: ;: -’
proof” guarantee.

did manage to salvage the drive spindle,-
Roger Reid (1978): Since I have.ex--’

and supporting parts.
perienced rear bearing failure a coupie

:-:;  :I .“”  - . . :
Bob and Joanne Mason (1973 and

of times before, I had my favorite garage

1985): These comments are from an . -
do the recommended procedure. I also

ASE technician who consistently beats- .;. :
have more high speed confidence now.

flat rate and does the job right at the-  :
,Anthony Rushin  (1981): Take it to a

dealer. It’s more trouble than it’s worth
same time: “Regarding setting the- t. :?;:,
bearing up and spindle end play (shims)

doing it yourself, especially if you are

I run the spindle on a lathe and use a :. z ‘I  -’
just going to grease the wheel bearings.

mini belt sander to take off just enough ’
M. R. Schroeder (1979): I tried to buy

so the bearings will slide on by hand. . ...;, .:.’
the grease that was recommended and

This way the unit can be assembled, -.!i
was told it was only available in 55 gallon

proper shims determined, disassem-
drums. I also could not find Almagard

bled, shims installed and then fully .
#3752  so I used Aiemite #4.  In the past I

assembled with grease. I’ve done this on
used Lubriplate Mavine-lube A or

dozens of Vettes as well as our race car.
Lubriplate wheel bearing grease.

Done properly it’s a correct repair and
Charles W. Stroeppel(l965): I thought

we have a zero comeback rate. In ad-
I was in trouble with this article until I got

dition, I check the rear assembly on
to the last paragraph. I had mine

each car I’ve done every time it’s in the
replaced with units revuilt by Van Steel. I

shop and have found no sacrifice in ,t.“-
feel a lot better knowing I should be able

.‘,
longevity. Furthermore, this trick works . .

to go another 2Qyears  without trouble. ?  --

great on the race car.” . ‘.  ‘“.“:  .*’  :
While you have everything apart, go for., .

.-  Ken Miller (1972): This is a rather ’ ” ‘.” ‘.
a stainless parking brake kit.

Philip Tiberio, Jr. (1970): When I
.-,‘i .i ;.

complex procedure for a low-grade ,.
mechanic like me so I had a speed shop

disassembled and removed the bearings

do the work.
they were dry and scored: failure was
going to be soon1  My advice is don’t

Dennis Penberthy (1966): The spindle
support has a tendency to break if you

ignore the wheel bearings. I was for-

use the tool that bolts to it and presses
tunate that I was able to change them

the axle out. Be sure you have access to
when I did. It was time consuming, but
worth the effort. I suggest taking

some extra ones if you use that tool.
Gerry Peterson (1968): I replaced both

Polaroid pictures while doing this for the
first time. They do come in handy.
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‘63.‘62.CORVElTE ALIGNMENT SPEClFlCATIONS

Caster Front
L E F T RIGHT

O K ‘1115~  positive 1 %O  positive
DESIRED 3O  positive ‘31/40  positive

Camber
FRONT REAR

Street O-1/4  o  negative O-1/4  o  negative

Performance up to %O  negative l/4-1  Q negative
T o e - I n

F R O N T REAR
l/8”  total O-l/q ” total

toe-in toe-in

L

ctutctl
Probably most important to theclutch

longevity is the adjustment of free play.
LlUtCn  free play Is  not regulated by
where the clutch engages or disengages
as you push the clutch pedal return
spring in. (See figure 4.) Loosen the lock
nuts on both sides of the swivel. Push
the shaft up against the pedal and the
swivel down against the clutch and leave
a XX” of clearance or free pla
the sv+ivel  and the upper nut.!

between

I I ne oest flywheel pressure plate and
driven disc assembly we have ever used
.for performance, street or racing, was

the GM performance unit.
The following procedure and parts will

get you the. maximum durability from the
clutch components:

l The crankshaft pilot bushing should
.be replaced if the original bushing shows
any eccentricity or wear.

l The clutch housing transmission
mounting face must be parallel to the
crankshaft flywheel mounting face or the
rear face of the clutch housing should be
machined to obtain parallelism.

l The clutch housing pilot hole for the
transmission bearing retainer must be
concentric to the crankshaft centerline.
Offset dowel pins are available to adjust
the concentricity.

l The clutch driven plate should be
checked for any burrs or roughness on
the hub splines which might impede
movement on the transmission input
shaft. It is advisable to “lap” the clutch
disc on the clutch gear to remove any
burrs.

The following clutch components have
proven to be satisfactory during high

performance usage:
l RPO L-88 nodular cast iron light

weight 12%” diameter flywheel (part no.
3991406).

l Clutch cover and pressure plate
(part no. 6273958) using a nodular iron
pressure plate, flat drive strap, higher
release load spring, and nominal 3200
lb. pressure plate load.

l Clutch driven plate (part no.
3991428) using a bonded aluminum
backed clutch facing, heavy duty splined
hub, and low height cushion springs. U

L

Figure 4: Clutch  Peda l  Return  Spr ing .

BEAUTIIFUL  BODKS  AMERKA/+
WAREHOUSE WHOLESALE OISTRIEUTOR

OF QUALITY FIBERGLASS PARTS
COAST TO COAST

COMPARE OUR SALE PRICES TO LARGEST Front End
MANUFACTURERS LIST PRICE AND SAVE OVER 50% Door lo DOI

FINEST ‘IUALITY  0 LOWEST PRICES
‘1984 WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE

:RONT ENDS AVAILABLE DOOR.TO DOOR
:ROM  1963 through 1982
‘ART #
3-18 63-67
I-19 68-79
i-10 80-82 $665  .s529

I-10  Twin Turbo or Daytona Hood Fits 68-82
l-16 Recessed Rectangular Headlight Assemblies  Fits 68-82
1-15  80-82  Daytona or Stock Front Bumper
1-300  Front End SO-82  Door to Door Cornplate  with Twin  Turbo,

LIST 3Al

s450  s35
5395  s27
$335  127

or Daytona Style Hood. Front Stock or. Daytona Bumper
and Recessed Headlight Assembly. 51,826 S1,3f

80-82
Complete

I

80-82  Rear Bumps
Fronl.End

-19 Turbo Streetwing Fits 74-82 $ 4 8 0  S30!
-15 Slack  82 Rear Bumper Fits 74-82 5310  SZl!
-14 Super 80  Rear Bumper Fits 74-82 5395  SZZ!
-18 Rear Pace Car Spoiler  Fits 74-79 S 3 2 5  516:
-10 84-85  Corvstte.Ground  Effects Package 5395 $351*.e..

I

84-85 Corvette $ZZ: , 7-- \+.

II

- 1 1 84-85 Front Spoiler
-12 84-85 Rear Wing
-13 80-82  Stock Hood Fits 68-82
-11  or G-10 Trans Am or Z-28 Turbo Hood Fits 82-84
-12  or G-15 Trans Am or Z-28 Street Wing Fits 82-84
-13 Z-28 B-PC. Turbo Body Klt Complete

$295  526:
$389  5342
$ 4 0 0  5325
s389 $324
s249 5201

Sl,692  5 1 , 3 5 5

ROER BY PHONE
IAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
LL ORDERS AND FREIGHT CHARGES PLEASE CALL OR WRITE
IUST  BE PRE-PAID OR 25%
OWN PAYMENT. CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
4LL OR WRITE FOR FREE PARTS CATALOG GUARANTEED OR RETURN
EAUTIFUL  BODIES AMERICAN ORDER IN 15 DAYS
0. Box 972 l LENOIR  CITY, TN 37771 FOR FULL PURCHASE
-615-486-3940 REFUND

Circle 15 on Vecte  Post
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V.1.P. Test

it -.rlhs4,FhtiNl Group  Report
,~*y~w

Following are the comments of the
Test Group to the changes -
suggested in the “fine points”
segment of the Vette Improvement
Program:

Victor Bailey (1969): As I have a
Doug Nash &peed  with Hurst
linkage I did not perform the ad-
justment on my ‘69. Instead I used a
1970 Vette  with &peed  and had no
problems with relocating the shifter
or shortening the throw. The im-
provement was excellent and
should be a standard requirement
on all late models.

Among the changes I noticed
were smooth, quick shifting,
elimination of vibration and twit-
chiness at cruising speeds, and
many rattles seemed to disappear.
Other improvements were in com-
fort and predictability. I have used
mar$y  different techniques to try to
get these results over the past ten
years, but this series has had more
positive poticeable  improvement in
less time than I could have hoped
for. I wish I had had the information
years ago. It would have saved a lot
of money in worn out tires, drive
trains, and mechanical break-
downs.

The results of your trial and error
accomplishments have been a great
money saver to me. First, after
using this series of improvements,
my high performance Corvette will
perform at least equal to a new Cor-
vette, so I don’t plan to sell mine
any more. Also, the mechanical
work and maintenance suggested
will be quicker and easier from now
on. I have fought and stumbled my
way through hundreds of hours of
rebuilding my Corvette where this
information would have quickly and
easily solved a major problem.
Basic understanding of the equip-
ment is probably the most important
thing I learned from this program,
and I am now very comfortable with
any mechanical problem that I
might encounter with my Corvette. It
is also now fully capable of the per-
formance standards that I feel are
imperative in a world class perfor-
mance car. It must be dependable
from 0 to 150 mph, and capable of
12 second quarter mile times with
precise handling during ac-
celeration,  cornering, and braking.
Before, it was always close, but

could get loose and dangerous very
quickly. Now I have driven 248 miles
at speeds from 0 to 152 mph and the
car is perfect. That is what I’ve
always wanted. Thanks on behalf of
all Corvette owners.

Revert  Chauvin (7  9 78): I elected
to make the transmission oil
change. I noticed much more
deliberate and positive gear
changes. I don’t have easy access
to the “L.E.” products mentioned,
but I’ve found Pennzoii trans-
mission fluid, which is an over-the-
counter product, to perform well in
both hot and cold weather.

Sue Ellen Cooper (7980): Other
readers might want to think in par-
ticular about neutralizing the sway
bar. This is something we have
overlooked in the past. After reading

the article, we wondered how we
could have expected an accurate
alignment without first “leveling”
the car.

You should be aware of the
possible danger of incorrectly un-
bolting the rear spring. Readers
should make sure of using a floor
jack under the end of the spring at
the point it is bolted. The jack
should be “jacked up” to the point
where the tension is off the spring
before the bolt is undone. This
process should be followed on both
sides. Without the use of a jack they
will find the spring releasing its ten-
sion with terrific force, and a serious
injury could occur.

James and Cynthia Dunn (1978):
We change the oil every 3,000

Continued on page 12

N o t i o n a l l y  A d v e r t i s e d

CORVETTE CALENDAR FOR 1986
EIGHTH EDITION

12 PHOTOS
DEPICTING ALL
THE DIFFERENT

BODY STYLES Of
THE CORVETTE

FROM THE  EARLY
IPSO’S THROUGH

THE PRESENT
MODEL

FULL COLOR
NATURAL

OUTDOOR
SEASONAL
SETTINGS

PHOTOS
SUITABLE FOR

F R A M I N G

coKiTor
THE ONLY

CALENDAR FOR
CORVETTE

ENTHUS IASTS
FEATURING:

MONTHLY
CORVETTE

QUESTIONS
a

MONTHLY
CORVETTE

TRIVIA
FACTS

EACHB%“xll”
$ 7 95 EACH

PLUS POSTAGE
AND HANDLING

ORDERS INVITEDI
‘cn  DL5cO”Nl  A”AuAai

ON ALL  ORDetS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

-------___-------_-----------------------------
-m*.oa4 - c*LLuoAI~~LI~.‘?.-‘Io  I.W OAI  WCWlD

PLEASI  PUSH  MY OPDfP  StlOW:

- CORVETIE  CALENDARS FCC  !lj86  0 57 75 EACH S-

-CORVEnE  CALENDARS FGR  4983  @  57 M EACH S-  c.4l.3
- CORVEllE  CALENDARS Fr,P fr,a2  @  57 3l EACH S-
- COt’iVEllE  CALENOAM  Fr,P ‘191  r@ 56 50 EACH Sp C.-Mns*.IVI

POSTAGE AND HANDLIIIG  a : I 50 EACH s--
,WASHINGION  ‘?!A  I, II,  c  ,,A  r,r,. ‘,‘a’  (17  55% :ALES  TAX: -.-- ,,rr

C.S.P. LlMllED TOIAL  ENCLOSED I
S. 280,  PINES RD. ,I, \ ,<-,-*,A
SPOKANE, WA 99206 .WPII  --

(599)  9262294 I M A I L  c.&CKSPAY*HLt  rr,
,wl”~“OPhl  ,, I>.  I ,, ,,,“, 2 5P  L I M I W W , , . ; , I
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VetteSpondence
Continued from page 7 1

miles. We also added magnetic
plug. With oil change, we also
change the filter and check out the
car as far as lubricants. We have
replaced the water pump, refilled
with coolant and lube, the power
steering pump and lube and will re-
do the trans next.

John J. G/over (1969): After the
alignment procedure, high speed
stability was very much improved
with the increased caster. Old set-
ting was 1.5 degrees left and right.
Set per the chart at 3 degrees left
and 3.25 degrees right made a big
change. I would suggest that
readers planning to do this talk
things over with the technician who
will be doing the work. Show him the
chart.

A/an Larson (7969): I would do the
oil cooler earlier when the car is torn
apar< No use tearing car apart for
every little change. I did the
suspension all at once but tried my

were shot, left rear bearings going,
parking brakes shot. front and rear

bars are verv efficient, I believe, but

bushings and strut rod bushings
were really bad. Sway bar links front
and rear were shot, steering box
had much free play, etc. Suspen-
sion in general was in bad shape. I
think the steering box and rear strut
rods (heim jointed), rear end mount
made the most difference. As well
as stiffer springs to limit body roll,
Koni shocks added earlier made a
big difference, too. Front and rear
bump steer changes in geometry
really do help bump steer immense-
ly. Wheel does not shimmy over
bumps as before. Much more con-
trollable. Some things such as rear
wheel bearings are best done
professionally. Rear cooler should
be done when rear crossmember is
done. Reinforcement welding
should be done I believe in a num-
ber of points. Trailing arm full
length, rear strut mount, and rear
cross member pads on frame, also
lower control arm mounts where
sway bar bolts mount. As per the
Chevy Power Book, Ranch0 sway

Rick Maddaieni (7  9 73): On rear
bearing replacement, the easiest
way to go is to replace the rear
bearings and not try to reuse the old
ones. It seems that the new
bearings are much easier to work
with.

Anthony Rushin (1981): I suggest
readers be sure to disconnect the
sway bars and check the car’s level.
Mine was off by half an inch from
left to right in the rear. I’ve had the
car since new in 1980 and it always
had more fender clearance on the
passenger’s side but never knew
how to fix it. Putting on a set of Koni
shocks did help until now when it’s
finally right.

Chuck Villa (7  976): As I under-
stand it, our cars use the same
basic front suspension design as
other Chevies. so don’t let an
alignment shop take you for a “Cor-
vette special” price for front align-
ment. (The rear is understandably
different). Also. check the front ad-
justment (shim) bolts after you get
home. I lost most of my shims
because the guy neglected to. ,.*

best to decioher  what effect each
change had. Rear end stub shafts may be too harsh (front) for street.

torque tnem  town  (I’ve  stnce
double-nutted them).E

NEWJ-EXORVETTES

12 CORVETTE  FEVER
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‘BOLT ON BRAKE JOB”
196582  c0fWEl-E

l !jtairtiesS steel Sleeved
‘New GM Pistons
l New Delco Seals

*New  Pad Pins & Bleeders
*Lifetime Warranty

*Special Epoxy Coating

c+w$65.00
PER WHEEL (EXCti)

*Free Pads  With Car Set -
l Cdmp☺etely Assembled

m. s;;;\;Mm  ☯-qjq

848  E. Broadway Muskegon, MI 49444
( 6 1 6 )  733-0674

1963-78
CORVETTE

HEAVY DUTY
REAR END

*Lifetime Watrsnty l Heevy Duty Design
l SAE G3000  Alloy

ONl.Y$75.00 I

‘Dealer Inquiries
Invited

m
.

‘Add 10% UPS
MUSKEGON BRAKE

848 E Broadway
Muskegon, Ml 49444 - I

1 9 6 3 - 8 2
CORVETTE
FIBERGLASS
SPRINGS.

l SPUO.A.☺~  Oarign l W&ghs only  8 Ibs.
l InprovaS m-id  Smooth.,  Ri6 l Boll-‘% Rw,kam.n~

ONLY$199.00
.616-733-0874

Add 10%
for &sage p9

VM

MUSKEGON BRAKE
848 E. Broadway

hkIrksQon.  Ml 4 9 4 4 4

VETTE MART CHART

s A representative sampling of selling prices of Corvettes from
twelve U.S. cities, including: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,
Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New
York, Phoenix, and Washingtcn,  D.C.

Year

5 3 - 5 5

Nti Fcr H i g h e s t L o w e s t A v e r a g e
Sale P r i c e Price P r i c e

7 22JOO 22,000 2 2 , 0 0 0

5 6 - 6 2 78 2 4 0 0 0 8,500 1 2 , 9 8 0

63-67 6 9 2 5 , 0 0 0 6,000 1 1 . 8 4 3

T-72 7 3 1 5 , 0 0 0 5,000 8 , 5 0 1

73-75 5 7 13,995,

75R 70 18,000-

76-77 9 0 .14,600 4,400 6 ,054

78-S.J 2 4 1 4 , 0 0 0 7,000 1 0 , 5 1 9

64 CORVmEFNER

78PC 10 1 7 , 0 0 0 9,990 1 3 , 8 9 5

78-79 97 1 5 , 9 9 0 7 ,400 9 , 9 7 7

80-81 9 9 1 6 , 5 0 0 8,800 1 2 , 9 2 5

8 2 5 8 2 0 , 0 0 0 1 1 , 9 5 0 1 6 , 4 6 8

8 4 ilS 2 3 . 5 0 0 16 ,250 1 9 , 3 1 0

8 5 2 9 27 ,248 22,500 24,585 ,
3 ;*

This lnformatlon Is from many sources from which there can be no
warranty or responsibility.

Source: A & B Investments, Inc.

Wheelin’  and Dealin’
Con  t&d  from page 6 3
right. There are few of them
available used. We sold quite a lot
of new ones. I’ve seen a couple on
the wholesale market at $20,000 to
$22,000. These were low mileage
cars -only about 2,500 miles. But
in all it’s been a gcod season. We
expect to continue at this same level
right up to the onset of cold
weather. It droos wav off then.I .

I

YIP
Cbntinued
from

iiii%ET
page
6 3

Philip Tiberio (1970): Installing new
springs, shocks and sway bars are not a
cure-all for a worn suspension. The con-
dition of the entire suspension system
including wheels and tires is important.
Adding these changes to a worn out

,suspension will only makWitworsn
1 Chuck Villa (1976): I found the easiest i

way to remove~frontcdils  was to support i
frame on heavy duty stands, place floor 1
jack under spring seat of lower arm, and!
remove spindle from ball joints. (I got

ilots  of practice and took it slow, cutting i
Jeff a 113  coil at a time and rebending the
jSI

1

r;
pring  so it would seat flat i

PERSONAUZED CORVETTE CHECKS

KANSAS BANK NOTE CO., DEPT. CVF
FIFTH L JEFFERSON. BOX 360

FREDONIA. KS 66736
1-311.178.2146

. A


